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Gambier Grill incidents raise concern
Two

recent incidents bring calls to Sheriff's office, courtroom; alumnus involved in one scuffle

BY TARYN MYERS

whole thing, but basically all the

AND ANDY NEILSEN
Collegian Staff

sudden, you could hear some

"It was a dramatic moment.
They turned the music off at one
point, so it was like 'the party's
over.' It was an impressive moment."

This is how Dave Donadio
'03 described the scene at the
Gambier Grill last Friday night.
According to Donadio, a brief
scuffle occurred between a person who was not associated with
Kenyon or the staff of the Grill.
Donadio described the event
in detail, saying, "I didn't see the

shuffling around. It started to get
loud, and then some glass was
broken. Everybody stood up at
that point and started looking.
From what I saw, I wasn't sure
if it was the chef or whoever, the
guy at the door who was grabbing this guy and pushing him
back and the guy was swearing
a lot, you know, like 'Get off me,
motherfr, get your hands off
me!'
"It was really loud," he continued. "The news sense part of
you sort of gets up, and you want
to see what's going on, find out

what's happening, but then
there's the other part of you
that's like, 'Don't stick your
head out in a bar fight.' Basically,
from what I heard afterwards, it
had been a townie who had
wanted to bring in his underage
girlfriend. They'd said no, and

he'd gotten really pissed and
started throwing punches."
Donadio said that the incident did not escape the attention
of those present in the restaurant.
"Everyone immediately turned
and looked," he said. "It was
kind of a showstopper. I think
afterwards the chef had a bloody
nose, and you knew it had been

arrived after the fight took

violent. It was hard to see, because there were a lot of people
in front of it. It didn't last that
long, but there was a lot of broken glass, and it was serious."
A copy of the Sheriff's report for this incident was unavailable at the time of publication. The Security log for the incident reports an "altercation ...
at 1:05
involving
a.m." At the Grill, however,
Donadio said, "There were definitely members of the sheriff's
department there."
Jonathan Palmer '03 also
non-studen-

I arrived at the
Grill, a couple of police officers
were outside talking to some

place. When

guys."
Kenyon's office of Security
and Safety was not immediately
contacted about this incident. As

Director of Security & Safety
Dan Werner explained, even
though the building is owned by

ts

Kenyon, because it is leased to
an independent party, it is technically considered
As a result, he said, "Our policy
is unless the Sheriff's deputies
call us for assistance, we don't
see VIOLENCE, page two
off-campu-

confirmed that law officials were
contacted about the incident. "I

Old Time Religion

GOP sweeps local, state races
Republicans take control of Senate, add to House majority
Senior News Editor
"It was a very good day to be a
Republican in the United States yesterday," Knox

County Republican
Chair Ken Lane said with a chuckle
on Wednesday,
one day after his
party swept every local election with
at least 60
of the vote.
Republican victory proved the
theme of Tuesday night's races, as
the GOP continued its hold on statewide seats, including a comfortable
of Governor Bob Taft,
increased its slim majority in the
re-elect-

ion
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national House of Representatives
and regained control of the United
States Senate. State Issue 1, a drug
treatment initiative strongly opposed
by Taft, was soundly defeated, and
the two candidates for the Ohio Supreme Court most supported by

'" S

Republicans, incumbent Evelyn
Stratton and current Lieutenant
Governor Maureen O'Connor, won
by comfortable margins.
While Lane said he expected
the Republicans to keep their hold
on county government, where GOP
control has been the norm in recent
years, he added that "the margin of
victory was much higher than expected." In the two races exclusive
to Knox County, Republican Margaret Ann Ruhl defeated Democrat
Michael Crouch for county auditor
with 70 of the vote, and Republi-se- e
ELECTIONS, page four
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Kenyon community honors Murray
BY BRYAN STOKES II

News Editor

the wake of a decision by
County Common Pleas
Judge Jeffrey Simmons to sentence Gregory McKnight to death
by lethal injection
for the murder
of Kenyon
student Emily Murray,
In

Vinton

'he

Kenyon community has
Parted the process of remembering Murray's legacy.

"One of Emily's best friends
she was here
the
hurrays that 'the only good thing
atout the trial being over is that
now we
can focus on the way she
when

e-ma-

iled

lived and not the way she died,'"
said Dean of Academic Advising
Jane Martindell, one of several administrators who attended the trial
in support of the Murray family,
"and I thought that was really
good and so did the Murrays."
Two years after Murray's disappearance on November 3, 2000,
her memory is still carried on by
friends, family and classmates
who recall her as a caring and loving person. "I sat on the stand and
was facing the prosecution, and
behind the lawyers sat Emily's
parents and family friends from
Kenyon and Kenyon faculty,"

said Kate Murray '02, a former
roommate and friend of Murray
who was called to testify before
the Vinton County court. "What
was evident was that Emily was
more than a victim of a horrible
crime, she was a Kenyon student,
a daughter and sister and a best
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Kevin Guckes

One of Gambier's evangelizers preaches to Kenyon students
on Middle Path amid the falling leaves. Recendy, he has been
speaking against the death penalty and abortion practices.

friend. Anyone who had the
chance to meet her doesn't need
to be told how amazing of an individual she was. And nothing I
can say in a few short words can
explain what her friendship meant
to me."
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Tonight: Partly cloudy. High:

48F, low: 38F.
Friday: Sunny. High: 61F, low:
42F.

Saturday: Partly cloudy. High:
63F, low: 50F.
Sunday: Showers. High: 63F,
low: 44F.
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Violence: Skirmishes threaten peace at Grill

for

pus

Family

Weekend.

McConnell, who is currently a resident of Cincinnati, allegedly got
into an argument with Mark
Wolfe, a local resident. The scuffle
involved Wolfe's girlfriend, Kelli
Hamm of Fredericktown. Accord- -

ing to the report, "Hamm advised
that McConnell hit her when she
was trying to break up a fight between McConnell ... and her boyfriend Wolfe."
None of the parties involved
could be reached for comment. Attorney Jim Giles of Mount Vernon,
however, has been hired to represent McConnell in this case.
McConnell contacted Giles only
recently, so Giles does not know
the specifics of this case as of yet,
nor has he had an opportunity to
look over any of the reports for
himself. He did say, however, "As
far as I can tell, the whole thing is
blown out of proportion, and my
client is not guilty of what he is"
charged with ... I don't think he's
guilty of anything other than be

ing in a scuffle with somebody
else who wanted to be in a scuffle
with him."
With two similar events happening in the same location, the
question is raised as to why these
skirmishes are taking place. When
asked about this, Donadio said, "I
have no idea. This is the only time
I've ever eaten there."
Lisa Sakai '03, who was dining with Donadio at the time of
the incident last Friday, said of the
fight, "That's the first one I've
heard of." She suggested that the
reason these events could be occurring at the Grill is "Maybe because it's new."
Werner sees no pattern of
violent events forming, and he
reemphasized the fact that Secu

rity and Safety had not even
been aware of these incidents:
"We haven't had big problems
with the Grill," he said. Echoing Giles' worries about the fight
involving McConnell, Werner
said, "I'd hate to see a couple of
incidents like this blown out of
proportion."
Indeed, Assistant Professor of
Drama Jonathan Tazewell, who
was also present at the time of the
incident on Friday, said that "It
lasted less than 60 seconds, maybe
a minute and a half."
Donadio himself agreed that
the consideration of these events
should be approached cautiously,
saying, "It's difficult in a lot of
these cases to figure out what really went on."

Murray: Remembered
23-Octo-

Oct. 30, 2:56a.m. Fire alarm
at Olin Libraryactivated by
burnt food.
Medical
Oct. 30, 12:35p.m.
call regarding student with cut
finger at the Art Earn. Student
was taken to Health and Counseling Center.
Oct. 30, 8:10p.m. Theft of
items from room at Gund Hall.
Oct. 31, 2:23a.m. Fire alarm
at Old Kenyonpull stations
pulled.
Oct. 31, 3:45p.m. Drugs
paraphernalia found at New
Apartments.
Oct. 31, 5:11p.m. Fire alarm
at McBride Residencepull station pulled. No smoke or fire
was found and the alarm was
reset.
Oct. 31, 6:54p.m. Fire alarm
at McBride Residence caused
by burnt food in the kitchen.
Alarm was reset.
Nov. 1, 2:37p.m. Underage
possession of alcohol at
Caples Residence.
Nov. 1, 8:55p.m. Underage
possession of alcohol outside
of Leonard Hall.
Nov. 1, 4:02p.m. Theft of
coat from Peirce Hall Coat
Room.
Nov. 2, 1:05a.m.
Altercation
at Gambier Grill involving
non-student-

29, 2002
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s.

Nov. 2, 6:01a.m. Vandalism
to ceiling tile at Old Kenyon.
Nov. 2, 1:31p.m. Fire alarm
at Watson Hall caused by
burnt food. Alarm was reset.
Nov. 2, 2:03p.m.
Medical

call regarding injury to visiting rugby players. Injured
persons transported by squad
to the hospital.
UnderNov. 3, 12:43a.m.
age possession of alcohoj
outside Leonard Hall.

Fire
Nov. 3, 2:14a.m.
alarms at Leonard Hall and
Old Kenyonpull stations
pulled.
Nov. 3, 3:18a.m. Intoxicated student at Acland
Apartments.
Nov. 3, 6:27a.m. Vandalism
to ceiling tile at Old Kenyon.
Nov. 3, 12:56p.m. Medical
call regarding student with
cut thumb. Student was advised to go to Health and
Counseling Center.
Nov. 3, 1:05p.m.
Medical
call regarding student with
cut leg. Student was provided
medical supplies to take care
of the injury.
Nov. 3, 3:51p.m.
Medical
call regarding ill student at
Old Kenyon. College physician was notified.
Nov. 3, 9:49p.m. Report of
fire on sidewalk outside New
Apartments. Fire was extin-

CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
Oden, now President of Carleton
College, remembers Emily as "a
deeply thoughtful woman who
asked always the questions we all
should ask but often avoid asking,
questions about the things that
matter most to us in life. Her wisdom in doing this remains as a
model to me." Oden met Murray
early in her Kenyon career, assisting her during freshman orientation.
In light of Murray's beliefs
and character, as well as the
wishes of her family, some question the decision of Simmons to
uphold the jury sentence of death
for McKnight. The State of Ohio
defended its decision in a state-

ment, saying, "The Court

ac-

knowledges letters and an affida-

vit from the family of Emily
Murray and others who have requested the Court reject the death
penalty and impose life imprisonment without parole ... The Court's
sentence, however, follows the law

1

October

V

of the State of Ohio and the Court
hopes that the living victims of

civilized society."
"I'm glad that her killer has
been brought to justice, but I think
the judge and jury should have respected the family's desire that he
not be put to death," said
'03, who accompanied
Murray on an Appalachian
Nora-Jenkin-

Peoples' Service Organization
(APSO) trip during Spring Break
prior to her disappearance. "This
is not what Emily would have
wanted, and from knowing her, I
know that she was a very gentle
and loving person and didn't believe in violence."
Sule Sidigu '03, who also

attended the APSO trip with

Jenkins and Murray, echoed
these thoughts. "I don't think he

r

guished.
Nov. 4, 9:24a.m. Student
vehicle towed due to number
of tickets received.
Nov. 4, 2:42p.m. Underage
possession of alcohol at
McBride Residence.
Nov. 4, 5:33p.m.
Vandalismwindow broken at Hanna
Hall.

tody's Restaurant
109 S. r.lcln Strcot F.IUerncn
Ticc-U- p
Later
"Drcnlifcst Soresd All Day!''
rGnday-Samrda- y

Sunday 0 ani-3p-

Martin S. Lerman Chillicothe Gazette

Father Robert Winter, family friend of the Murrays, holds up a cell phone,
over which the Murray family heard the jury's death penalty recommendation.

v

s

Public Affairs

Emily Murray was remembered
for her compassion and spirit.
should be killed, but I think they
should have given him a life sen-

tence."
In August, Simmons attracted
national attention by throwing out
the death penalty component of
the trial, statingthat Vinton County
did not have sufficient funds to support a death penalty case. Simmons
later reversed this decision, which
the defensecited as potential grounds
for appeal.
Murray, a junior at Kenyon,
had been last seen after leaving her
job as a waitress at the Pirate 's Cove,
a Gambier restaurant and bar. A
Vinton County sheriffs deputy serving court papers to McKnight, a
resident of Vinton County and Gam-bie- r,
discovered Murray's car
outside McKnight's trailer on December 9. A search warrant was
obtained, and Murray's body discovered. McKnight was arrested
following this. The remains of
Chillicothe resident Gregory Julious
were later discovered scattered
around McKnight's property.

Do you like blank spaces like this?
If not, help us fill them!

6 cni-- 3 pm
E-m-

ni

r

Emily Murray, in particular her family and friends, understand that the
sentence of death is imposed not in
the name of Emily Murray, but at
required to carry out the laws of the
State of Ohio, for the benefit of a

J,

k

as friend
1

about the fight, Jones told the Collegian, "Regarding the incident
last Friday, we have no comment."
This is not the first such incident that has occurred at the
Gambier's newest restaurant. On
Oct. 20 of this year, the Knox
County Sheriff's office was contacted about another argument that
resulted in a violent outbreak at the
Grill. According the Sheriff's Incident Report, it involved Brian
McConnell '98, who was on cam-

1

When asked to comment

CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE

respond to the Gambier Grill."
The building at 100 Brooklyn Street that houses the Grill
was purchased by Kenyon on
Feb. 15 of last year as part of a
deal with then owner Jeannie
Corrigan, who is currently the
owner and operator of the Village Deli. The Corrigan family
had operated the restaurant since
1978. The College is currently
leasing the space to Tom and
Lisa Buchanan, who operated
the Village Inn in Gambier until
it closed its doors in May of last
year. The Buchanans have entrusted the Grill to Noble Jones,
who worked for them at the Inn
and now serves as the General
Manager of the Grill.

Writers always welcome.
ketchamr for a story.
ail
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Old Bank opens as black box

LUl

BY AMY BERGEN

Staff Reporter

(TpHcgian
KENYON

RECONSTRUCTS

The Collegian as it appeared
on November 1, 1973. In the
lead article, newly installed
Director of Development Mr.
Treleaven unveiled his plan for
the campus, including turning
Rosse Hall into a theater and
building a new theater next to
the Hill.

1
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NEW CONSTRUCTION

The Black Box Theatre in the old
bank building opened for performances
in the beginning of November, and students and programs clamoring for more
performance space lost no time in filling it. Last night, actress and oral historian
Kambon performed
her monologues "Black Diamond"
and" An Extra Jar of Molasses" in the
theatre, and this weekend it will be used
for an evening of one-acplays performed by Kenyon students. It also
hosts GREAT and Stage Femmes rehearsals. "The idea is that this space will
serve the same purpose as the KC," said
Coordinatorof Disability Services Erin
Salva, who helped bring Kambon to
campus.
"I love it because it's bigger than
the KC," said Tina Vaughn '03. "It's a
flexible space," added actress Mary
Tuomanen '03. "The KCdefinitely tells
you what corner you're restricted to."
The stage is simple, with black
walls and folding chairs and performers on the same level as the audience.
"It's exciting to think of what can potentially be done." Tuomanen said. For
instance, during an intermission bes,
tween the student
"the audience files out to the back. When they
return, the stage is in a different place
and the sets are in a different place."
The building's setup and the large space
allow for greater flexibility of movement than perhaps any other Kenyon
stage.
Spatially, it easily accommodates
a disabled performer, such as
Kambon.Witnesses to Kambon 's
performance also appreciated
the building. "The theatre space is wonderful," said Professor of Religious
Studies Miriam
Dean for
Afi-Tiom-

be

l:

ts

years ago, November 4, 1993: In the fall of 1993, the Kenyon
RF. Kluge's
Bookstore ordered 200 copies of
book, Alma Mater, expecting to sell them over the next year. The
copies were gone in just two and a half days. Dean of Admissions
John Anderson said of Kluge's textual portrayal of the College,
"He loves Kenyon as a parent loves a child, but as a parent wants
the best for his child, he wants it always to be better. He's always
pushing." Kenyon President Jordan said the book was two different things: "a personal memoir of an alumnus about his alma mater
and ... an account of life at a liberal arts college." Despite Kluge's
criticism of the school, Anderson hoped that the book might actually be good for admissions, in that Kenyon's name would appear
in nationally published book reviews.
9

Writer-in-Residen-

ce

years ago, November 4, 1963: In a front page article, the Collegian described the results of an ongoing fight for the editorship of
the campus paper. Dixie Long '65 was appointed editor-in-chiat a
meeting of the Publications Board. Long received the
editorship over reporter Carl Mankowitz '66. The mid-yeswitch
was done in order to allow the position to be occupied from September to May, instead of from January to January, a time frame established in 1963 by then editor-in-chiFred Kluge. Kluge retired the
previous January to be replaced by John Camper '64 and Thomas
Black '64, who found the January to January editorship impractical,
producing financial problems for the paper. Long vowed to "continue to maintain the redoubtableness of the Collegian" in his speech
to the Publications Board.
39
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Bryan Stokes II

Professor of Religious Studies Miriam
Dean for Academic
Advising Jane Martindell and EEO Wendy Hess chat in the new theater.
Dean-Ottin-

Academic Advising Jane Martindell
agreed, saying"We really needed another student space like this." Hillel
Director Michael Cooper said that
"It's a great addition to the campus
for the students to use. It's fitting that
the first event shows a strong, accomplished actress ... showing what is
possible."
Backstage, the building provides office space for Salva, who

moved her office there from the
SAC. The main benefit, she said, is
that "it's accessible." She added, "It's
a bit more privacy and a lot more
space. Students who want confidentiality in dealing with disabilities can
find it here. The SAC was a little
crazy." Salva's facilities backstage
include a conference room, available
for organizational meetings and an
"adaptive technology resource leaner
library" with tapes, headphones and
a wheelchair-accessibl- e
computer.
She moved the computer from the

g,

main floor of the library. "We've got
a ways to go in terms of making the
technology portable," she said, "but it's
a start."

Students can, and do, use the
computer room to study, although
Salva mentioned that "I'm not sure,
with the amount of activity out there
onstage, if that will be a quiet
space." Both Salva and various performance groups are still ironing out
difficulties with the building setup.
"Logistically, some things don't
make sense," Salva said, "like coming
through a performance to go to the bathroom." Students also mentioned this as
a concern. The stage area is between
the audience and the bathrooms in the
hallway. Tuomanen's staging suggests,
however, that both stage and audience
can be relocated. When the round of

performances

takes off, and as

Tuomanen hints "when we get an actual lightboard," the space can only
become more alive.

Council continues to examine allstu use and abuse
BY JAMES LEWIS

Staff Reporter
Student Council directed most

of

their attention

this week towards proof the allstu. Senate
Leslie Carroll brought forward
an informal proposal which provided
for different ways in which the allstu
discussion functions could be altered.
These ideas included a message board
on which people would post ads such
as those asking for rides and selling
items, and a discussion board where
people could post their thoughts about
a given subject under a subject heading. This would lead to alleviation of
a system which sees 450 allstus sent
by 120 students in the course of a
week. Carroll urged Council to eliminate suggestions which they found unacceptable, in the event that even if
Senate did not choose to reform the
aUstu system at this
time, they could
have suggestions to refer to in the fuposed reform

co-ch- air

ture.

Many members

of Council

pointed out the difficulties

of revampithe allstu system. Senior Class
Representative Phillip Ross pointed
ut the fact that the
system could be
ng

abused, such as by those who would
send
to the distribution lists
for each class. He
e-m-ails

later also pointed

out that some people simply had a
problem distinguishing the reply-a- ll
from the simple reply function.
In response to questions as to
why the system was being discussed,
Carroll referred once again to the sheer
volume of
being sent. She also
stressed how this could better facilitate discussion by allowing students
to post messages on boards under subjects that they had an interest in. As
for technical questions of abuse, while
not able to provide specific questions
for Council and promising to refer to
LBIS, Carroll indicated that the moderator might be responsible for monitoring abuse and subsequently taking
privileges from people.
Another issue was the timing of
any legislation which would reform
allstus. Carroll said that LBIS wanted
to take action on this as soon as possible. She pointed out that in order for
any of the boards to be effective this
needed to be implemented as soon as
possible so that students would get
used to using the boards. In order for
Senate to pass any legislation that
would have any effect on next year,
they would have to receive it soon.
All legislation has to be received two
weeks prior to the vote on it.
When asked about monitoring of
the potential discussion boards Carroll

confirmed that they would be
and that basic principles of free
speech would be respected. College
rules governing sexual harassment and
discrimination would remain in place
however.
un-moni-to-

red

Allstu bandit speaks out
BYJAYHELMER
AND ROBBIE KETCHAM
Collegian Staff

Under the plan presented by

e-m-ails

Carroll to Council, there was the chance
that students would continue to exercise the allstu privilege, although only
for College business. However, they
would be limited to a certain amount

of

e-ma-

ils.

These

e-m- ails

would be

monitored by someone employed by
the school in order to determine
whether they were College business.

Several Council members
pointed out problems with the system. Vice President for Student Life
Kelly Gallagher pointed out the
problems with a time delay in
being sent that would occur because
of the monitoring, and chair of the
Safety and Security Committee Veb
Kumar '04 pointed out that allstus
may not be able to be sent out after a
specific time because the monitor
would go home for the night.
At the end of the discussion, a
straw poll was taken to determine
Council's feelings about the proposal
presented. Eight members of council voted in favor, four against and
two abstained.
e-m- ails

'Tor the next few week, there
will be maintenance work on Dorm
lighting. They are poorly configured
and waste a lot of energy, and we'll
be changing the setup. Unfortunately,
we'll be closing off several stairways
and blocking hallways to do this .
Sorry for the inconvenience, Calvin
Reese, Kenyon maintenance."
This recent allstu was not from
maintenance, however, and for that
ueason its true sender, allstu maven
David Ashe '04, has lost his allstu ac
cess until Spring Break. Last night,
Ashe talked with the Collegian about
allstus and student expression.
"I was banned for impersonat
ing maintenance," he said. "It was sort
of an honesty issue, and a security issue, because the reason we're allowed
to have such freedom with allstus and
services is because we're honest about who sent it I got an official
warning on my accou nt, which is cov- ered under the Student Handbook. I
kvas technically cited the warning for
labuse of electronic resources, but it
e-m- ail

fell more under the honesty issue. I got

my allstu privilege taken away until
Spring Break."
The rule cited by Ashe falls under
the College's regulations regarding comand reads, "Do not
puters and
waste computing resources, either tangible such as printer paper, or 'soft' resources such as time or access to terminals."
Steele said she hopes that students
will police themselves and that the College would not have to get involved in
future allstu situations, but added that
Ashe's punishment, like those for four
other students who have also recently
lost access to the allstu, were consistent
with the College's code of conduct
Since cutting off the students' allstu access, she said, the number of complaints
has lessened.
about the
Ashe agreed with the College's action. "I definitely think the punishment
was appropriate," he said. "Allstus are
a privilege ... I think it was appropriate
to take away the allstu. 1 don't think
people will police themselves. We can 't
take it away, because it serves a valid
function, but we have to somehow get
the regulations on allstus out to the
campus."
e-m- ail

e-m- ails

i
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Elections: Taft
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
can incumbent Bob Wise beat
Democrat Donald Thomas with 61
percent of the vote to keep the County
Board of Commissioners exclusively Republican.
"Our country was based on a
series of checks and balances," said
County Democrat Chair Bill Eagon,
"and with three members of the
same party on the Board of Commissioners, we don't see how this
this can be done. We need a Democrat on the. Board, a voice from
another party, another philosophy.
But, the voters have spoken; they
wanted the people who are in there
now, and they make the choice."
Lane believes the voters supported Wise and fellow Republicans
due to the strength of the candidates
and their ideology. "We work hard to
run some good candidates," he said,
"which is not an attack on the democrats, because they run some good
candidates as well. We're more successful in getting our message out, and
philosophically I think more people in
Knox County agree with the Republican viewpoint on a national scale. And
that trickles down to the county level."

The Republican candidates for
the Statehouse also fared well Tuesday night, with incumbent Republican
Representative Thorn Collier defeating Democrat Howard Hoffman
with 73 of the vote for the General
Assembly, and incumbent Republican State Senator Bill Harris keeping
his position by defeating Democrat
Jack A. Campbell with
"I'm very honored ... that so
many put their trust and confidence

72.

Thursday,November 7, 2002

Republicans to Senate

re-elect- ed,

for the offender's records to be clean
after undergoing the treatment. In
Knox County, 75 of the electorate
opposed the motion, with 67 in
opposition statewide.
"Issue 1 is deader than a dodo,"
Gov. Bob Taft said at a rally on
Tuesday, quoted in the Dispatch.
First Lady Hope Taft, described by
her husband as the proposal's "Public Enemy No. 1 ," said Ohio sent "a
message to afew people who thought
that their will and their money could
buy Ohio voters. We told them Ohio
is not for sale."
didate John Eastman's
of
However, "I don't think a loss
Statewide, Taft collected 58
in Ohio is going to slow us down,"
the vote, with Hagan trailing at 38
Bill Zimmerman of the Campaign
and Eastman with
for New Drug Policies, among those
"We've got an elephant stampede," Taft told supporters at the who wrote the proposed Ohio constitutional amendment, told the
Hyatt Regency hotel in Columbus,
Dispatch. "Sooner or later, we have
quoted in the Columbus Dispatch.
"We made some Ohio history and to come back to Ohio. Whether we
do it in 2004 or 2008, I'm not prenational history today."
pared to say right now."
Eagon cited Taft's large ecoRepublicans also got a boost
nomic advantage spending around
as a
with the
of Evelyn
$12 million on the campaign
Stratton and the election of Maureen
factor in the outcome. "The RepubO'Connor to the Ohio Supreme
licans have more money," he said.
Court. While Court races are offi"When you have 12 times as much
Stratton and
cially
money as your opponent, to me that's
O'Connor were both supported by
too much. Spending $12 million on
the GOP, with O'Connor currently
the campaign for governor is obscene.
a lieutenant governor. The elections
If Taft doesn't do more this term, it
won't be good, because he didn't do could have an impact on the Court's
much in his first term. All he did was . decisions over the statewide system
of school funding, which has been
work to win this election."
in
defended by Taft and General AsVoters also sided with Taft
1,
Issue
sembly Republicans but ruled
overwhelmingly opposing
a statewide initiative that would have unconstitutional twiceby 3 margins
mandated treatment rather than jail and tort reform, which would limit th
amount a plaintiff in a lawsuit coulc
time for some first and second-tim- e
collect in punitive damages and whicl
drug offenders, as well as provided
working for them,"
Harris told the Collegian. "It's time
to get to work to continue making a
difference in this great state."
On the statewide level, Knox
County matched the rest of Ohio in
supporting a Republican sweep of
elected officials, including a strong
victory for incumbent
Republican Governor Bob Taft. Taft
wrapped in 65 of the nearly 1 4,000
people voting in Knox County, easily beating Democrat Timothy
Hagan's 29 and Natural Law canin me to continue

re-elect-

ion

5.

4.

re-elect- ion

non-partisa-

Republican victory went beyond the state boundaries, as the
GOP scored unexpected victories in
the national battle for congressional
control, increasing its lead in the
House of Representatives by four
votes and gaining control of the
United States Senate with at least a
51 vote majority. Senatorial victories in Georgia, Missouri and
Minnesota carried the party to its
majority.
"Anyone, being honest, would
tell you they were surprised" at the
national outcome, said Lane. "From
lookingat preliminary polls, you would
have said it was going to be close, but
itwasasurprise." Lane disagreed with
pundits who report the Congressional
election as a referendum on Bush,
saying that instead voters are "tired of
the gridlock, when nothing can get
accomplished. They want Republicans to ... continue with their

programs."
"I'm excited to be able to be on
offense," future Senate Majority
Leader Trent Lott
told the
(R-M-

S)

State of Ohio
Results

4--

over-estima- te

58,

BY ROBBIE KETCHAM

Senior News Editor

Despite a cold drizzle that
continued throughout the gray af-

38, D

4,

.

1

Treasurer:
Joseph Deters
Mary Boyle

State Senator:
(19th District)
57

I

aura Seclcel

Kenyon Assistant Swim Coach Jess Booke votes in Gambier Tuesday.
Around 45 of the Knox County electorate came to the polls.
I enjoy it a lot when the Poli.
cur in the Village. "Most of the
and majors can get toFaculty
Sci.
area,"
in
the
people live and work
about issues and
to
talk
gether
any
he said, "so we don't get
the classroom,"
outside
of
politics
like
anything
or
surges at 4 o'clock
'04, who atTom
Susman
said
that."
Among the Gambier voters tended the event. Susman was less
happy about the evening's results,
Tuesday afternoon was Kenyon
however, adding, "I'm disappointed
student Jennifer Keeley '03, who
that the Democrats could not retain
said she voted because "it's really
control of the Senate, but I don't
important to have everybody parthink it's going to be a drastic
ticipate in our democracy."
Kenyon students were able to change."
"It was a chance to hear
keep track of election results at
Political Science comKenyon
various gatherings around campus
interspersed with Larry
elecmentary
Tuesday night, including an
attendee Kate
explained
King,"
Politithe
tion party sponsored by
course I'd be
"Of
'03.
Ostrander
which
cal Science department,
there."
majors.
departmental
to
was open

Bill Harris--- 72,
Jack Campbell

R

28, D

State Representative:
(90th District)
Thorn Collier 737c, R
Howard Hoffman

55

27, D

45

County Commissioner:

53,
47, D

61,

R
Bob Wise
Donald Thomas

R

39, D

Attorney General:
Jim Petro64, R

County Auditor:
Margaret Ann Ruhl70,

Leigh Herington

Michael Crouch

36, JD

Auditor:

-

BobNeyi00,R

I

Supreme Court:
Jan. 1 term:

Jan. 2 term:
Evelyn Stratton
Janet Burnside

r

ternoon, Gambier and Knox

Knox County
Results
Representative to Congress:
(18th District)

Governor:
Bob Taft
R
Timothy Hagan
John Eastman

Maureen O 'Connor
Tim Black 43

l

Associated Press. He said GOP priorities will includeanew Homeland
Security Department as well as targeted tax cuts to help the economy.
He added that Bush's judicial nominees could expect speedier review.
However, Kenyon Professorof
Political Science John Elliott said
that a single-part- y
majority in both
houses will not mean that all legislation gets fast-trac- k
approval.
"President Bush will now have an
easier time dealing with Congress,"
he told the Collegian, "but no one
should
how much the
Senate will change. He will still face
major resistance to his domestic
policy goals.
"The media coverage has overplayed how surprising these results
are," he continued. "The House results mean that the Republicans
continue to hold the small majority
that they have held since 1994 it's
the fifth consecutive House election
with essentially the same result.
President Bush obviously gambled
and won in campaigning so extensively and helping push asmall shift
to the Republicans in both Houses."

n,

Kenyon gets involved in election

County garnered its average voter
turnout rate on Tuesday, with
around 45 of the electorate coming to the polls.
"It's better than past years, I
think," said Margaret Clor, an
election worker for College Township for around eight years. As of
2 p.m. Tuesday, around 60 people
had voted in the township, she
said, with a steady stream of.
people to the Gambier Community Center to cast their ballots.
"It depends on the weather,
how many people come out," she
said, "and also on the issues on the
ballot. And this isn't a presidential election, so I think turnout is
going to be lighter, but this year
there seems to be more people
than in the presidential two years
ago."
"It seems like a fairly steady
flow," said Ed Tumidanski, working at the Gambier poll registration table, which had attained
around a 30 turnout by 2 p.m.
He agreed that the weather affects
the turnout rate, and explained
that, unlike in more urban areas,
after-wor- k
voter surges rarely oc- -

has been among the GOP platform
items.

Betty Montgomery
Helen Smith

64, R

36, D

Secretary of State:
J. Kenneth Blachvell59, R
Bryan Flannery

41,

D

R

30, D

Judge of the Court of
Common Pleas:
(Probate Juvenile Division)
James Ronk 100
Judge of the Court of Appeals:
William Hoffman-4- 00

Questions and Issues Results
Proposed amendment State Mount Vernon City Schools
Issue

1:

No-6- 7

Yes

33

Knox County proposed sales and
use tax:
Yes 55
No 45

Tax Levy:
For the tax

levy 51
Against the tax levy

49

Knox County services for
Older Citizens Tax Levy:
For the tax levy 53
Against the tax levy

47
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Performance remembering Kristallnacht comes to KC
William and Mary professor's show to include original and period compositions in Hillel sponsored event
CHINN AND
LINDSAY WARNER

BY CRYSTAL

tz

Collegian Staff

Sunday, Hillel will sponsor a
performance by pianist Claudia
Stevens in remembrance of Kristallnacht, the night of Nov. 9, 1938,
when Nazi soldiers attacked Jewish civilians in Germany. Although
the program is a specific commemoration of Kristallnacht, Hillel'sgoal
is to recognize the Holocaust in its
entirety. Stevens will begin her tribute at 7 p.m. in Brandi Recital Hall.
Stevens, a professor at the College of William and Mary, is the
daughterof Holocaust survivors, and
herperformance,"An Evening with
Madame F," is a work inspired by
the life of Holocaust survivor Fania
Fenelon.

"Stevens' performance will dethe struggle and moral dilemma
of Fenelon
a classically trained
cabaret singer and musician from
Paris and other Auschwitz concentration camp survivors," said a news
release from the College of Wooster,
who hosted Stevens on Oct. 21.
pict

'r4

"

--

The titleof Stevens' performance
alludes to Fenelon's participation in
the Birkenau-AuschwiOrchestra's
performance of "Madame Butterfly"
during herdetainment, ashow that she
and many other musically gifted prisoners were forced to perform in order
to entertain the Nazi guards. Stevens,
whose music for the program was
composed and arranged by Fred
Cohen, will be playing both original
compositionsand works that are documented to have been performed by
Fenelon in Auschwitz. Fenelon was
an established composer in Paris before the Holocaust and used music
whenever possible as a mental escape.
This is evident in her own account of

thestory,titledAw$ctaiso4iiscitv2;
which later became the basis for the
1979 Arthur Miller TV movie Playing for Time.
Kristallnacht, or the "Night of
Broken Glass," was a night in Ger-

many when Jewish homes,
businesses and synagogues fell victim to looting and destruction at the
hands of Nazis and other Germans.
Over the course of the night, nearly
7,500 businesses were vandalized

What An Evening with
Madame F
When: Sunday at 7 p.m.
Where: Brandi Recital
Hall

program," said Uri Levine '04, Hillel
House resident. "But Claudia Stevens
and someof the speakers we've had for
recent years have deviated from this
format. Stevens has a unique program
in that it is a performance. She presents
to us the story of a pianist who survived
through her playing."
Despite taking the form of a mu-

sical performance, Kristallnacht
programs are traditionally a very som-

and almost 200 synagogues either
burned or destroyed. Within twodays,
over 30,000 Jewish citizens were
arrested and sent to concentration
camps, which led many people to
recognize Kristallnacht as the official beginning of the Holocaust.
Hillel has remembered the
events of Kristallnacht in a variety of
different ways over the years. Last
year, the featured artist was a sculptor, the year before that, a modern
dance group performed. In the past,
students have also had the opportunity to read poetry inspired by the
Holocaust. "Typically, you have a
survivor or liberator reflect on their
experiences during the Holocaust,
and that would be a fairly normal

ber event.

of

"Hillel's approach is much less
a historical recount than it is a

remembrance of that night," said
Adam Lavitt '04, one of Levine's
housemates. "But students tend to
react fairly strongly to each program,
which proves that each performance
touches people and makes them aware
of an important event in history."
Stevens, who holds a doctorate in
piano from Boston College, tends to
concentrate heavily on the historical
relevance behind each concert. She
performs her program dressed in a suit
and wig, looking like an old woman,
and she combines drama, music and
facial expression in her show.
However, the reviewerat Wooster

V-

Wes Andersen Week conflates sharp humor, whimsy
,

Rushmore

.

added that Stevens' program is not
just a woman dressed in outdated
clothes playing the piano. Instead,
the writer remarked, "This performance is not just about recreating
Fenelon, but is about telling the
story of what other Holocaust victims had to do to stay alive."
Stevens has traveled around
the country with "An Eveningwith
Madame F," which has gained national recognition. The Scranton
Review wrote, "The several hun-

dred people present seemed
mesmerized and incredulous at the
high drama tempered with music,
which was performed without losing a beat."
Hillel's dedication to this remembrance of an important day in
history is an annual event, and coordinators at Hillel House hope to
continue to bring speakers, musi-

cians and other performers to
Kenyon.

"We keep looking for people
who can give us a unique and inter-

esting perspective about the
Holocaust," said Levine. "I think
this is going to be a really good
program and one that will present
the Holocaust in a way in which it
has not been presented to the
Kenyon community."

Hhls

ing desperately for a fourth movie
from Anderson and Wilson.

Friday, 8 p.m.

at

frO&ck

Higley A uditorium

The second film in "Wes
Anderson Owen Wilson" week is
also the second collaboration of the
two producers, and is a complete
delight. Following Bottle Rocket,
the comedic duo produced
Rushmore, already a classic despite being released less than five
years ago. The pairing of young
unknown Jason Schwartzman (the
sonofrieGoarier'sTalia Shire)
and an aged Bill Murray (Ghost-busteras
was an odd
move, but Wilson and Anderson's
films prove that oddities can be
truly hilarious.
Schwartzman plays the role of
Max Fischer, a 10th grader at the
prestigious Rushmore Academy
who believes that everything he
lives for is on the campus of his
school. Though he does poorly in
all of his classes, Max controls a
great number of extracurricular
activities, including the French
Club, the Debate Team, the Calligraphy Club, the Bombardment
Society and the Trap and Skeet
Club. Rushmore alumnus Herman
Blume shows up in the midst of
Max's busy high school career and
befriends him just in time for the
two to be torn apart by first grade
teacher Rosemary Cross, played
by Olivia Williams (The Sixth
Sense), with whom they both find
themselves enamored, and with
whom Murray received some of
the best reviews of his long career.
Rushmore is an absurd
story told by two men
who have an appreciation for juvenile wisdom. Murray will dazzle
s)

ge

www.imdb.com

Max's (left) love for his teacher, Miss Cross (right), resolves itself here.
g
perforyou with
mance in which he, like the film
while
itself, is deeply
retaining the capability to make you
laugh. In the same vein, Rushmore
career-definin-

heart-warmin- g,

has an indefinable charm and wit
that will win you over from its first
frames.

The Royal Tenenbaums
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
"Wes Anderson Owen Wilson" week concludes with the most
recent product of Wilson and
Anderson's collaboration: The
Royal Tenenbaums, proof that as
their careers have progressed, their
films have only gotten better.
Tenenbaums is a brilliant, hilarious
and moving masterpiece. It is also
an inspiring achievement in filmmaking.
Gene Hackman (Behind Enemy Lines) plays Royal Tenenbaum,
the unlikely patriarch of the

Tenenbaum family, who live in the
house on Archer Avenue in an autumnal, fantastical New York City.
Royal and his wife Etheline, played
by Angelica Houston (Ever After),
have three children: Chas, Margot
and Richie, who are all prodigies.
Chas, played by Ben Stiller, is an
entrepreneurial breeder of Dalmatian Mice; Margot, played by
g
Gwyneth Paltrow, an
playwright and Richie, played
by Luke Wilson, a champion tennis
playersince third grade. After Royal
and Etheline separate because of
Royal's inability to be a decent husband or father, she raises the children
on her own.
Eventually, everyone in the
family is emotionally unstable and
lonely in a quirky, absurd AndersonWilson way. The Royal
n
Tenenbaums is one of the
ensemble films in years. Every character is utterly human. The movie
will break your heart, sew it back
together again and leave you wait
award-winnin-

best-draw-

"Movie References in Other
Movies" week launches with Preston
Sturgcs' Sullivan's Travels, a classic
of screwball comedy. In his fourth
feature, Sturges tries to climb out of
his slapstick ditch by making a movie
about a director trying to branch out
of his own slapstick ditch.
Joel McCrea plays John L.
Sullivan, a veteran Hollywood film
director who decides that he wants to
make a movie more socially conscious
than his movies have been to date.
Unfortunately, he doesn't have a clue
what it 's like to be poor, and so Sullivan
sets off on a journey without a dime in
his pocket to try and determine what
it's like to live in poverty. Where, in its
first act, Sullivan 's Travels is as much
a screwball comedy as Sturges' earlier
films, it takes dramatic, tragic turns, as
it follows its main character on his trek
across country.
Sullivan 's Travels has been hugely
influential on modem American cinema. The Coen Brothers pay it homage
tonally in Barton Fink and blatantly in
their second to last release, O Brother,
Where Art Thou? Robert Altman's film
Dr. T and the Women follows a main
character named Sullivan Travis, while
Monsters, Inc. names a monster James
P. Sullivan, whose nickname, like

Sturges' protagonist, is Sulley.
Of course, the movie is not only
worthy of your time only because it
will remind of you of recent films you
may have seen in the theaters. It is
classic Hollywood at its best smart,
funny and moving.

392-222-

e:

0

8Mile
Fri-Th-

co-sta- rs

com-ing-of-a-

Movie-lin-

Sullivan's Travels
Wednesday, 10:15 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

,

Sa-S-

4:45, 7:00, 9:10
1:00, 4:45

u
u

7:00,9:15

.

lSpy.
Fri-Th-

Sa-S-

PG-1- 3

5:10,7:20,9:20
12:50,3:005:10

u

u
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G
Santa Clause 2
u
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TheRing
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Jackass:
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The Movie
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Coming Soon:

Harry Potter
Half Past Dead
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Mrs. Children to please fans at Horn Square Gardens
Alternative group to perform first Kenyon show of the year led by Kenyon alumnus Zack Prout '02
band.

BY ERIC FITZGERALD

Staff Writer
Students looking for some
rock and roll to liven up their
weekend can make their way
down to the Horn Gallery Saturday at 9 p.m. The Columbus-base- d
band Mrs. Children will
be at the Horn, performing
their first Kenyon show of the
year.
At www.mrschildren.com,
the band's website says, "The
lilting melodies. of Mrs. Children serve to assuage the crushing realities, emptiness and
guilt that comes from
having one's identity stolen in
a hegemonic clash of ideologies."
Many students may already
be familiar with the sounds of
this alternative-influence- d
rock
so-lipsis-

tic

"This show will be different
from past Kenyon shows in that
we are a much more polished act
nowadays," said frontman Zack
Prout '02. "We play less covers

and more of our own music,
which we feel is getting better all
the time."
Prout is the only Kenyon
alumnus in the
band. The other members of the
band are Chris Bolognese, Liam
five-memb-

er

Carey, Paul Headly and Joe Peppercorn.
Kenyon students may re-

member Mrs. Children from
their appearance at several campus functions last year, including the senior dinner and during
senior week.
"I'm excited to come back
to Kenyon. It'll be my first time

back since graduating last

What Mrs. Children
When: Saturday at 9 p.m.
Where: Horn Gallery
May," Prout said. "I'm not sure
what to expect for an audience,
but I know there are a lot of interesting people around campus
with keen senses for unique
music that I hope we can attract."
The band is currently workalbum.
ing on its first
"There is still a lot of work
to do on the LP," Prout said. "It
3
will probably be an early to
release."
Mrs. Children has been per- full-leng-

th

mid-200-

forming for seven years and has
toured around the Midwest in an
effort to publicize and establish
their name. They have also recorded three albums, including
g
a
EP titled Break My
six-son-

Back.

"Mrs. Children has concocted a very catchy, very eclectic record," Chad Painter wrote
in an October issue of the magazine Other Voice. "It's surprising the band can seamlessly
meld the sounds of 90s alternative rock, lounge oriented jams,
Ben Folds Five piano pop and
some old western stuff, but Mrs.
Children pulls it off, making this
surprising record a true stand-

out."
Senior Julia Istomina, who
organized the band's appearance
at Kenyon, expects their music

"I love their music. They've
played here before with riotous
success," said Istomina. "They
get the crowd really pumped up,
and I know the event will get a
huge turnout. Plus I think they're
lined up to open for Wilco next
year."
According to Istomina, the
band's music has received an enthusiastic response in recent performances.
"All of the Mrs. Children
shows I've been to in Columbus
had a huge turnout," she said,
"and people rocked out. I think
anyone who doesn't show up to
the set will feel like they missed

out."
Fans can expect a three-hoset from Mrs. Children, as no
other bands are scheduled to perform in the Horn Gallery on
ur

to turn some heads.

Thursday rejects emo label, punks out Spyglass exec talks TV
New Five Stories Falling nets growing outfit another success
BY DAN ALPER

Music Critic
Thursday is no longer just a
day of the week. Now it's a band
from New Jersey, too. The five
guys that make up Thursday play
impassioned hardcore punk, with
the typical screams and shouts
mixed in with melodic vocals.
However, the band is not simply
interested in raging at every turn
and burning down everything in
their furious path, as many
hardcore bands are. Instead, they
are more interested in crafting
genuinely good songs, with
melodies and riffs that will crowd

your cranium for days.
The Thursday story began
in early 2000, when the five
young musicians emerged from
New Jersey with Waiting, their
debut album for the
tiny Eyeball Records. The album
shows a band in the process of
developing their own sound and
style, a band beginning to get a
foothold in the world of music.
The songs contained in the album, however, definitely show
nine-trac- k

Thursday distancing themselves
from the typical hardcore band,
going so far as to use a violin on
one song. Crushing guitars are
balanced nicely with moody introspection provided by vocalist
Geoff Rickly.
Waiting soon got the attenlabel
tion of Chicago-base- d
Victory Records, oneof the most
recognized hardcore labels in
the country, home to the likes of
Earth Crisis, Snapcase, Integrity, Warzone and numerous
others. In 2001, backed by the
superior visibility of Victory,
Thursday released Full Collapse, the album that gave them
publicity nationwide. Full Collapse is clearly an improvement
over Waiting, as it shows that

the band has clearly matured
and is becoming more comfortable with their style and what
they want to do in the recording
studio. Songs like "Paris In
Flames," "Understanding In A

Car Crash," "Autobiography of
a Nation" and others are
standouts. Most of the songs are
harder-edge- d
than the songs on
Waiting, yet more balanced as
well. The band shows that while
it can excel at riffery and rage, it
also has grown better at working in Rickly 's bursts of melody
and moodiness. "Everything is
falling apart," Rickly wails on
"I Am The Killer," as the band
chugs along beneath him, laying down a chunky, propulsive
burst of energy.
Full Collapse was one of
the better hardcore albums released in 2001, and the band
quickly took to the stage to tour
behind the album. On a rigorous
tour schedule, Thursday gained
new fans every night, winning
converts with their blistering
live performances, and they soon
developed a rabid fan base.
MTV2 even got into the act,
airing the video for "Understanding In A Car Crash" in
heavy rotation, propelling
Thursday even higher. Commerthe group as
cial radio
well. More and more people
became turned on to Thursday,
and major label companies began to circle, offering to take
them to the next level.
As their fame grew, many
tried to pin the trendy "emo" tag
on the band, mainly because of
Rickly's impassioned and sometimes wailing vocals. However,
the band vehemently denied this
and resisted this label. It is not
unfamiliar for bands to declare
their distaste for the emo label
many artists who really are emo
ad-opt-

ed

even comment on how they don't
like the name. But rarely does a
band devote as much time to the
subject as Thursday does, going
to great lengths in interviews to

make clear that they are a
hardcore band, not an emo.'band,
which leads to magazine cover
stories with titles like "Thursday: Don't call them Emo!"
This brings us to the new
release the Five Stories Falling
EP, which is reportedly their last
for Victory. Its five tracks contain four live songs and a new
piece. The live songs do a good
job of showcasing the energy
contained in Thursday's live
show and go a long way towards
showing how they were able to
convert so many people to the
gospel of Thursday over the past
two years.
However, the real gem on this
EP is the new studio song, "Jet
Black New Year." It almost seems
as if this song was written directly
to refute the emo tag, for "Jet Black
New Year" is a white hot pipe
bomb blast of viciousness. The
drums are pounding and forceful,
the guitars churn and swirl and
Rickly screams out apocalyptic
declarations like "Tonight we're
all time bombs" and asks, "Have
we lost everything now? Walking
like each other's ghosts around
these silent streets, saying to yourself 'everything is alright.'" This
is melodic hardcore at its finest,
but emo it is certainly not.
So, as Thursday is apparently ready to depart for the

supposedly more promising
shores of major labeldom, they
take with them a growing fan
base and an infectious brand of
hardcore rock that continues to
gain fans by the bushel. Thursday is a band that is still growing,
still evolving, but already damn
good.

KC alum to share

show-bi- z

BY LINDSAY WARNER

A&E Editor

experience

tion. These shows were the key to
Wolpert's promotion to senior
of the television
department, a position that was
created specifically for Wolpert
by Spyglass Entertainment company heads Roger Birnbaum and
Gary Barber.
In her current position,
Wolpert is responsible for finding
and developing all of the
company's television products, as
vice-preside- nt

Megan Wolpert '95 will return to her alma mater tomorrow
for a presentation titled "Getting
Started in the Film and Television
Business," which will be held in
the Bolton theater from 4 to 5:30
p.m. Wolpert will be speaking from
considerable experience, judging
from the impressive resume she
has built in the past few years. She
is currently senior
of the television department at Spyglass Entertainment, a division of
Disney.
After graduation, Wolpert
launched her career in producing
by running Konrad Pictures for
producer Cathy Konrad and gained
film experience by setting up the
script for The Sweetest Thing, starring Cameron Diaz. She also helped
n
films
to develop such
as Scream 3, Kate and Leopold,
Teaching Mrs. Tingle and Girl,
Interrupted.
Wolpert continued to advance
up the ladder of film producing, leaving Konrad Pictures in 2000 when
she accepted a position as
of Feature Production at
Spyglass Television. As
The
Wolpert
Colin
and
Recruit, an Al Pacino
Farrell flick due in theaters in January 2003. In The Recruit, Farrell
plays a CIA trainee who suspects his
instructor, played by Pacino, of being a double agent. Wolpert also
served as the executive in charge of
the production for the 2001 teen
comedy Out Cold.
She also ventured into the
world of television to develop and
produce two television projects.
Miracles, starring Skeet Ulrich
and Angus MacFayden, will be
on ABC in January , and The Ranch
is an ensemble piece on Showtime
about a legal house of prostitu
vice-preside-

nt

well-know-

vice-preside-

vice-preside-

co-produc-

ed

nt

nt,

well as continuing

work

on

Miracles and TheRanch and monitoring the freshman development
season at Spyglass. She is also
currently acting as executive proversion
ducer for the small-scree- n
of director Kevin Reynolds' The
Count of Monte Cristo, a CBS and
Spyglass television project, which
will be a contemporary update of
the classic. Wolpert's father, Jay
Wolpert, actually penned the script
for Monte Cristo, which his daughter will be adapting to screen with
the help of Roger Birnbaum.
In the short period of time
since her graduation from Kenyon,
Wolpert has amassed a very impressive bio and has had the
opportunity to work in many different aspects of production and
film. She has launched a career
that the Kenyon College drama
department is proud to have influenced.
"Megan was a very talented
actor, but her sights were always
set firmly on the other side of the
casting table," said Associate Professor of Drama Wendy MacLeod.
"She wanted to be a producer.
knew she would be a producer, and
now she is a producer. She volunteered to come to Kenyon, which
delighted us to no end, and she is
excited about talking to Kenyon
students. She'll be visiting classes,
giving a talk and enjoying, as she
says, her 'Big Chill' weekend in
the country."
1
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Moviegoers find Allen in second Yuletide legal snafu
The

Santa Clause 2 lacks cleverness of the original but provides entertaining ride through the holidays
BY J ESS IE KATZ

Film Critic
Now that Halloween has
passed, who's ready for Christmas? What's that? Wait until
Thanksgiving is over before
pulling out the mistletoe and
Bing Crosby? Alas, there's no
time for that. The Santa Clause
2 has hit the theaters, and the
holiday season is off and running.
to

There are two disclaimers
that. One is that Clause prob

i:

--

V:.:

:

ably only works for those who
loved its predecessor. The other
is that the rest of the Hollywood
holiday films won't share such
an early release. For those out
there who loved seeing the wisecracking Tim Allen become the
jolly big guy, here's another

chance.
This time, however, Allen's
Scott Calvin must
Earth
re-ent-

eight years after becoming
Santa, due to the discovery of
"The Mrs. Clause," which states
that if Scott does not find a wife

-

h-

I'-l-

.'
v----

-

.

-

"

er

!

by Christmas, he will lose his
Santa powers, and children all
over the world will be without
presents. This film is unapolo-geti- c
in its link between holiday
joy and consumerism.
However, while Calvin
his mortal role to find a
wife, he must also find out why
his son Charlie, played by Eric
d
Lloyd, no longer the
youngster of the first Clause,
made Santa's naughty list this
year. Oh, the drama! But that's
not all. Santa's number one and
two elves clone him so that order can be kept in the toy factory
while he is away saving Christmas. None of the other elves can
know this, else enthusiasm in
the factory drop and toy production come to a halt. The switch
between real Santa and his duplicate seems to go smoothly
enough at first, until the
re-ado-

doe-eye-

buf-fooni-

.

pts

funniest moments comes during
Calvin's blind date with an
overly cheery woman played by
Molly Shannon, who gives a
welcome cameo in any movie.
The rest of his romantic pursuit
is spent on Carol Newman,
played by Elizabeth Mitchell,
Charlie's principal and nemesis.
Though Charlie is convinced
that Principal Newman hates
Christmas, Calvin, with his
sees a
Santa
woman who wants to believe
super-sensitivit-

.

y,

more than her head will let her,
and he tries to bring some holiday magic back into her life.
Though this film is not
nearly as clever as the first
Clause, which managed to be
both tongue-in-chee- k
and senti- -

mental at the same time, it still
has enough entertainment to

carry usjhrough fairly painlessly, at times even all too
willingly. Allen, whose career
certainly isn't peaking these
days, neverrelinquishes that sardonic tone that plays so well off
those who take themselves too
seriously.
Judge Reinhold, reprising
his role as Charlie's goofy,
overly analytical stepfather, is
again Allen's perfect
man. That is the film's greatest
charm, after all. Even now that
he's settled into being Santa
set-u- p

Claus, it can still be hard to tell
if it's his Christmas spirit or his
sarcasm that puts the twinkle in
Calvin's eye.

sh

y
clone becomes
and orders that all children get coal in their stockings.
Calvin, however, has little
idea of the mayhem back at the
North Pole. For he is in hot pursuit of the right woman to bring
back with him. One of the film's
power-hungr-

;

)

)
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www.imdb.com
Tim Allen as Santa relinquishes holiday duties

and goes

woman-huntin-

g.
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Stiff drink? You need the Chasers
Kenyon's
BY LINDSAY

co-e- d

a capella stars set to wow

WARNER

A&E Editor
"We've got a nice sound,
rich and full, and everyone has
the opportunity to bust out," said
Harrison Rivers '04 of the upcoming Chasers concert this
Friday at 7 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
The Chasers, the first co-e- d
a

cappella group formed at
performing

Kenyon, have been
on

campus since 1966. The group

now includes 14 members, four
of whom are new to the ensemble
this year, Andrea Daly '06, Paul
Gunther '06, Nate Rosenberg '04
and Oman Washington '06.
These "newbies" will be officially inducted into the group
with the performance of the traditional "new person" song, the
title of which will remain a mystery to both the
members and the

veteran group
audience until

the

concert.
"Our new people are amazing," said Natalie Philpot '03.
"They've added a dynamic to
the group that has given new
depth to our sound, and we're
all really looking forward to the
newbie song, arranged and directed by Andrea Daly."
In addition to the newbie

sng, the concert program will
include 11 or 12 other pieces and
will conclude with the Chasers'
traditional closer, "Go Ye Now
in Peace," during which Kenyon
Chasers alumni will be asked to
s'ng with the current group

What: Chasers concert
"When: Friday at 7 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
onstage. Rivers and Kristyn
Kelleher '03 lead the group muthis year,
sically as
with Philpot acting as president
of the group and fellow seniors
Meredith Andrews as
and Cat Ward as alumni
co-direct-

ors

vice-preside- nt

coordinator.
The Chasers, like the other
a cappella groups on campus,
select and arrange their own
songs for each performance a
process that requires a large
amount of time and talent, as
those who arrange the songs
must be able to transpose songs
from the music coming out of a
CD player to actual notes on a
piece of music.
"Most of us are capable of
arranging," said Kelleher, "but
Harrison has really done the bulk
of the work this semester, which
is wonderful of him."
The challenge in arranging
lies in finding creative ways to
transpose musical instruments,
drum beats and other miscellaneous sounds that are found in
CD recordings to notes and
sounds that the human voice is
capable of producing, a process
that depends greatly on the tal

want to become a doctor."

V

Rosse on Friday
ent of the group and its ability to
adapt vocally with the help of
its musical directors.
"We've got a great sound this
year, a good blend as well as

r
m
V--

r

,..J

1

incredible solo ability," said
Philpot. "With the aid of Kristyn

y

Li

rs,

"I don't have the

Reality:

years."
With such a cohesive group
of leaders and a dedicated ensemble, the audience can expect
a highly challenging and entertaining concert. As a student-le- d
group, the Chasers maintain a
very focused attitude in order to
produce successful concerts.
Newcomer Daly said, "All members of the group have to work
really well together so that we're
productive, but at the same time,
we love working at the songs,
because it is awesome to hear
them coming together."
Rivers also maintains a pro
fessional attitude, saying, "I
think that every semester, the
group's goal is to give the best
concert possible, for the concert
to be representative of three
months of hard work, and as
always to entertain the Kenyon
College community."
The Chasers hope to express
their important blend of tradi
tion and musicianship combined
with their love for .the music

onstage in Friday's perfor
mance.

-

--

and Harrison as musical
we've been able to tackle
arrangements that would have
been almost impossible in past
co-directo-

i

The Johns Hopkins

Post-Baccalaure-

required courses
for medical school.'

ate

Premedica! Program
prepares college graduates with
strong academic records for
acceptance to the best medical

schools

by giving them the personal

attention, necessary science and
math courses, and

one-to-o-

ne

academic advising.
Pursue your dream of being a
doctor and apply by March 1.
For more information, visit

www.Jhu.edupostbac or call

JOHNS HOPKINS

DNirilSITT

Post-Baccalaure-

410-516-774- 8.

ate

Premedica! Program
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The Cove versus the Grill
Kenyon students survived a few harrowing weeks at the beginning of the semester with only a makeshift Pub to satisfy their need
for draft beer and pizza. Those difficult days are in the past now, and
what many hope will be a long a beautiful romance with the new
Gambier Grill is well on its way.
It's lost its adorable pirate logo and gained a new floor plan and
a longer bar, and it is impossible not to weigh how the Grill stands up
to its predecessor. In a Collegian article earlier this year, one student
at the Grill noted that she missed the Cove's "sketch factor." But
there are some other notable differences between the two

Layout. If the Cove was a restaurant, the Grill is more of a
location for parties. The old wall between the bar and tables is gone,
and the current floor plan is more receptive to receptions than private
conversations. At the Cove, students more or less stayed in their corner booths or congregated around a central table, but at the Grill, it is
hard to tell where one group ends and the next begins.
Bathrooms. This one seems like a no contest triumph of the
Grill, but one cannot omit the importance of "sketch factor." Graffiti-painte- d
walls and dismal decor have been replaced by new appliances and an ambience less reminiscent of an Edgar Allen Poe story.
It seems like one of the best introductions of the new Grill, but Kenyon
lost a lot of history when the restroom walls were painted over.
The tables. They have not been received with unanimous approval. If Kenyon students have one overwhelming criticism of the
new establishment, it is the absence of the booths that seated patrons
of the Cove. The tables' seem to liven up the Grill at nighttime, but it
isn't nearly as comfortable to slump over in an aluminum chair as it
is to lean against a green vinyl booth when you have had one too
many gin and tonics.
Menu. It probably would not be appropriate to compare a Grill
menu in its first stages of development with a Cove menu that students ate off of for years, but the giant warm cookies and artichoke
dip are greatly missed. The pizza at the Grill is pretty decent, though,
and worth checking out. Still, it is not quite as fun to eat delivery
when the logo on the box lacks any semblance of a plundering buccaneer.
Action. The Grill seems to be a hands down favorite on this
one unless you are a Knox County Sheriff's deputy. There seems to
be way more excitement going on at the Grill than students ever witnessed at the Cove. Of course, no one should endorse fighting, but
after a long day of Wordsworth and logarithms, you have to admit it
is a little fun. In any case, there always seems to be something going
on there.
The name. Come on people. Has the name really changed? At
least until this year's sophomore class is gone, nobody is ever going
to head to "the Grill" on Wednesday. It may have lost its pirate decor,
but it will always be the Cove to current Kenyon students. A campus
in love with "sketch appeal," Kenyon students are not going to forget
the kitschy name that once signified all that is sketch on this campus.

Office: Chase Tower al the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH
43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
address: collegiankenyon.edu
WWW address: http:archives.kenyon.educollegian
5339
Phone numbers: (740) 427-533The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only
to the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the
Kenyon Collegian staff. All members of the community are welcome to express
opinions through a letter to the editors. The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to
edit all letters submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters must also be received no later
than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters
as possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the
editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the
paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
E-m-

my

Phil Hands

Mitchell has trouble keeping his word
BY MICHAEL

MITCHELL

Staff Columnist
If you've had the misfortune
of watching television in the past
two weeks, you've seen a litany

of

mud-slingin-

g

commercials,

each one highlighting all the lies
of every candidate
and double-tal- k
and their opposition.
But I don't want to talk about
politicians. We tend to vilify them
as if they're the only ones who say
one thing and do another, but
we're all guilty. The effects of the

president's hypocrisy are far
greater than the effects of mine,
but does that make him a worse
person? Does it make me any better? I think it just makes us people.
You're a hypocrite. Yes, you,
my readers, you're all hypocrites.
How many of you gripe and moan
about allstus, but as soon as your
favorite Saved by the Bell
keychain goes missing, you race
to your computer and send four?
Or how many times have you
vowed to never order pizza again,
and then when 11 p.m. comes,
you're on the phone with the Papa
John's guy, who knows you by
name? All you say is, "Hi," and
he's says, "I'm on my way."
We're all hypocrites, and if you
deny it, you're just reinforcing it.
It's hard not to be a phony.

Descartes proclaimed, Cogito
ergo sum I think, therefore I am.
It should be more like Cogito ergo
hypocrita I think, therefore I am

two-face-

d.

Opinions are so abstract. We
vaguely hold them out there and
place them on people we'll probably never meet, events we might
never experience and situations
we'll most likely never be in. It's
easy to have a platform when
you're not standing in the arena.
Once one of those situations creeps
up on us we tend to change colors
faster than the Beta rock after a
Peeps party. It's like going supermarket shopping when you're hun- --

,

kid that just don't stand up anymore. For example, I used to think
that Spiderman could beat up
Batman, but after that movie last
summer it's obvious that Michael
Keaton would kick Toby Maguire's
butt any day of the week. I also
used to be a big fan of Color Me
Badd but well, I still am, but only
their early stuff. Their third album
was a real artistic letdown.
The point is, I think we're too
hard on hypocrites. We're all lying, conniving,
g,

It's hard not to be a phony. Descartes prothink, therefore I
claimed, Cogito ergo sum
am. It should be more like Cogito ergo
think, therefore I am
hypocrita
two-face-

gry. You end up filling your cart

with tons of stuff you swore you'd
never eat, like microwave corn-dog- s
and 45 boxes of ramen.
It's very hard to hold an opinion. I find that my views change
daily or sometimes even within the
span of an afternoon. At lunch I
might like ARA food. An hour
later, not so much. Our minds are
so busy, and our sensibilities are so
sensitive that we're often open to
multiple opinions therefore eliminating our chances of ever exclusively believing in just one.
Then you also have to take
into account the age factor. There
are a lot of opinions that I held as a

What a

clever i dea!

llGqiankenuoh.Gclu
collegia

d.

d
creatures, and that's
what makes us great. We may pick
on politicians, but they're just like
us except they're on TV and have
nuclear bombs.
Sticking to an opinion is
hard. Blessed with the ability to
reason, we humans are also met
with the responsibility of picking sides and arguing views.
Honestly, that's often easier said
than done. Right now, for example, I think my whole
argument stinks. How
ironic.
Anyway, that reminds me, I
can't find my Lisa Turtle Trapper Keeper. I gotta send an allstu.
two-face-

Letter to the Ed itor?
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back-stabbin-
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Novelty of campy college lifestyle wears off for first-yeinventing torrid details about your

BY ZACK ROSEN

Staff Columnist

pre-pubesce-

nt

summer fling

these were all things to demonThe trees that line Middle
Path are nearly naked, and the last
wave of parties at the Aclands have
been held indoors. A traveler is
lucky to make it from Gund Commons to Mather without suffering
frostbite. In short, fall will soon be
behind us, and winter is ahead.
While the end of autumn isn't
quite as sad as the end of summer,
it does require a little reflection.
The weeks between Labor Day and
Halloween hold a promise
even by spring. Remember back in our younger days,
when the first day of school involved more preparation than the
launch of a space shuttle? Fall offered nothing less than the chance
for a student to completely reinvent his or her personality. Finding that perfect
bleaching
your hair to show your wild side,
un-equal-

T-shi-

ed

rt,

strate just how much you had
grown over the summer. Those
first days were yours to be and do
anything. It was possible.
It is now two months into my
first year of college, and some of
that possibility has been lost. The
general consensus of the first year
class in our first weeks here was
that college, as we knew it, felt like
summer camp. It was warm outside. We arrived in a whirlwind of
activities and registrations and met
droves of new people. Our
workload was light. The party
scene was still new to us. There
was nothing in our experience so
far to suggest that this was going
to get serious. The feeling still existed that we had a month or so
more of this life, tops. We all
waited for the day when we would
pack our bags and go home to

show our parents our tans and ar
have stopped being courteous. We
chery badges. Since it felt like we are free to criticize, correct and
only hdd a month left here, we tried confront those around us because
to squeeze four years of fun into we know one another. We are not
four weeks of debauchery. We par-tie- d polite strangers. My roommate filike there was no tomorrow. nally knows what a complete slob
We took advantage of our freedom.
I am, and he doesn't mind telling
We tried to fool our RAs. It was
me exactly what he'll do to me if I
like Mardi Gras with less beads don't remove the month-ol- d
and more nudity. We were unstopcheesecake from his refrigerator.
pable.
In a more positive sense, this
That was two months ago. We comfort has allowed us to open up
are all still here, but "Kamp more to be who we really are. At
Kenyon" is officially out of sesfirst, we felt like we had to hide
sion. Those of us that were star athwho we were in high school and
letes, leading actors or even feabe completely new people. We
tured columnists in high school are were like the aforementioned
now finding that we're not so spebleaching our hair at
cial here. We have to work for our the end of summer. Now, most of
achievement. The friendships that us have realized that no one cares
we so carefully cultivated in the what we used to be. At the beginbeginning are now cemented. We ning of the year, we existed as 400
have grown comfortable with one first years and not much else. Now,
another. We are no longer trying we can exist as individuals within
so hard to impress one another.
the larger Kenyon community inIn one way, this means we
stead of a pack of hyperactive pup
eight-grade-

rs

ar

pies who have just been set free
from their cages.
You seniors, juniors and
sophomores have been through all
this before. You are selecting majors, going abroad or looking toward your life in the real world
with the same mixture of awe and
trepidation with which we viewed
college just five short months ago.
Know that we too are looking forward. High school was simply the means to an end. Just by
attending this college, or any college, that end has been achieved.
We are no longer working to look
good on a college transcript. Our
lives, are no longer just fodder for
a college essay.
A popular adage reads,"The
more you learn, the less you
know." As all of we first-yealearn here, I hope that we will start
to realize how little we actually
know about things, and how much
time we have to change that.
rs

Should Student Council have the power to delete allstu privilege?
In the declining days of the
USSR, Mikhail Gorbachev initiated a policy of glasnost, a Rus-

sian word meaning openness.

Rather than continuing

the

longstanding policies which forbade any criticism of the state or
its ruling party, discussion about
the trials and tribulations of the
USSR were encouraged, in an effort to bring about perestroika, or
restructuring. Although discussing
these problems did not always
solve them, the monolithic USSR
has been dissolved, and Russia has
slowly begun to embrace democracy.

Kenyon has always maintained a policy of glasnost. Rather
than applying administrative
"band-aid- "
solutions to our problems, we typically discuss rational
solutions as a community. We leap
at every opportunity to hold a forum or a town meeting. Input from
the community is valued above all
else in the decision-makin- g
process. No person can leave the communal web of Kenyon without
touching and changing it in some
manner.
We are a campus without
walls or fences, a campus that invites one to feel uninhibited and
boundless. Our dormitories are unlocked, unlike most other colleges
and universities in America. Even

our

e-m-

ail

system is pleasingly

unique, with distribution lists of
the entire faculty, staff and student
body.
It cannot be denied that
Kenyon has faced problems with
this system in the past. Increasi-

ngly, students are being banned
from utilizing these lists due to
violations of Kenyon's vague and
unclear acceptable use policies.
Yet even with these enigmatic
regulations, the administration of
our College has seen fit to punish
only those who demonstrate a lack
of respect for the privileges allot

ted us.
In an unfortunate turn of
events, however, Student Council
has decided that these unique privileges can no longer be granted to
any students in the unadulterated
form in which they have survived
in for so many years. Rather, they
hope to change the allstu from the
bastion of free speech which it has
always been to a moderated system, to be utilized solely for college-related
business. All other
matters would be relegated to the
realm of the message board.
For all practical purposes, to
restrict the allstu in this manner
would be tantamount to its destruction. The purpose of the allstu is
to permit any member of the
Kenyon community to communicate with every student instantly.
Although I may disagree with the
content of some of these messages
and the frequency with which
some senders choose to address the
student body, this is no reason to
constrict the mouthpiece of the student body. To quote Voltaire, "I
disapprove of what you say, but I
will defend to the death your right
to say it."
It is a noble cause for Student
Council to undertake: the formidable task of solving the Kenyon
allstu problem. Yet, as a constituent of the members of this Council, I can't help but feel somewhat

betrayed. The purpose of the
Council is to take actions that benefit the student body according to
the desires of the students, not to
act as a renegade police arm of the
administration. The allstu has been
bestowed as a privilege to the students by the administration, and
only the administration should remove that privilege if they see fit.
The administration has allowed
their gift to remain pure and unchanged, and no student group
should attempt to take matters into
their own hands.

Even if this were not an issue,
the current policy wishes to drastically change a system that has
worked since before all of its student writers had even applied to
Kenyon. Certainly all
must
comply with the discrimination
and harassment policies of the
College. However, Council wishes
to set the standards bar insurmountably high. In addition to
limitations on content, a maximum
number of allstus per week will
similarly be imposed.
e-m- ails

These measures appear

in-

nocuous enough on paper. However, they will initiate a change in

the campus climate. "Happy Birthday" allstus will disappear, as will
the random "Hi, Kenyon" allstus.
Even the 3 a.m. allstus from inebriated first years will disappear. Although most students will breathe
a sigh of relief to see only pertinent allstus about the next Kenyon
Review reading or After Dark
event, I think it will take but a few
weeks for students to miss such
inane debates as "Does Kenyon
have a homecoming court?"
Perhaps in comparison to the
arguments for altering the current
system, these statements appear

has yet to overcome Kenyon culture
on such issues as paving Middle Path
and locking dormitories. In order to
maintain our identity as a campus, we
must stand up for those traditions we
value. An oligarchic group of students
cannot, should not and must not alter
this identity, unless the students which
they have been elected to represent
approve of it. Glasnost must prevail,
and if a problem exists, a veritable effort must be made to solve it as a community.

Bryan Stokes II
News Editor

insignificant. However, pragmatism

First Step obliged to report rape incidents
We write on behalf of First would start an investigation. If First
Step, the peer listening hotline on Step is given a perpetrator's name,
campus, to inform the students of we are required to report to these
Kenyon College of changes in our offices only that we have been conpolicies regarding instances of tacted with a rape report. If First
rape.
Step is given no names, we report
First Step is required to innothing.
form both the Office of Security
First Step's trained staff stands
and Safety and the Health and ready and able to assist Kenyon
Counseling Center of a rape in the students with the resolution of difevent that a person contacts us ficulties, not limited to instances of
and provide a victim's name. This sexual misconduct. We can be con

First Step Coordinators
Sam Jaffee '04
Amy Wagaman '03

cafe benefits community

Student-ru- n
I read with interest last week's
Collegian article about the group of

Kenyon seniors submitting a

tacted by telephone at pbx 5626 and
by America Online Instant Messenger at the screenname firststep5626.
First Step is open Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10 p.m. to
12 a.rn.; Wednesdays from 930 p.m.
to 12 a.m. and Fridays and Saturdays
from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.

pro-

posal to run the Red Door Cafe after
the current owner's lease runs out in
the spring.
What shocked me was that the
College aiJministration is looking so

seriously at giving the lease to
Aramark instead. This is a terrible
idea. Does anyone remember the
Pub? The Pub failed under Aramark's
control because of mismanagement
and a total inability to connect with
their would-b- e customers: Kenyon
students.

Aramark is a huge company
dedicated to providing
food service at a low price, and they
do that fine. However, no amount of

charm we all talk

no one seems to care that we are, in
effect, inviting them in.
A locally owned and operated
Red Door would give current students and recent grads a chance at
that one thing most talked about but
rarely experienced on the Hill the
real world. Here's an opportunity for
students to get hands-o- n experience
in running a business meaningful to
those involved. If Kenyon is as "different" as we always claim, then let
us not join the race to sell ourselves
to the highest corporate bidder.

about. For all the talk about the creep
d
of
chains toward Gambier,

Marc Miller '03

mass-produc-

ed

market research or methods copied
from their campus coffee locations
elsewhere can make up for the intimate knowledge and connection locals have with the larger Kenyon community.
While Kenyon's ranking and applications continue to climb, Gambier
is being drained of that "uniqueness"

and

small-tow-

fast-foo-

n
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Spanish AT rediscovers his passion for acting at KC
ning on taking more drama courses
next semester. In fact, he likes acting and Kenyon 's drama department
so much that he is thinking of transferring from the University of Costa
stue
Rica and enrolling as a
dent at Kenyon next year,
"If I'd get the chance to stay
here, I'd love to double major in
drama and economics," he said.
"People are surprised when they hear
this, but I think that if Leonardo da
Vinci could be as many things as he
was painter, engineer, etc.
why
can't I be at least a third of what he
was?"
Other than drama, Barquero is
also taking two economics classes.
"I also like my Money and Financial Markets class," he said. "I am
auditing that one, because I don't really have the background necessary
to attend it, but Mr. Melick has been
really nice to me, accepting this 'foreign devil' in his advanced class. He
has made me develop a taste for economics. There should be more teachers like him.
"Mr. Rodriguez' class is also interesting, and it's good to have a
teacher that speaks your mother language," he continued. "The students
in the AT class I have to teach are
cool people, too."
In addition to his classes and
working as an AT, Barquero is also
involved in the Capoeira Club.
"That's Brazilian martial arts," he -

nice most of the time."

BY MIKA BACHMAHA
StaffWriter

Barquero has nothing but

Erick Barquero is a Spanish
AT at Kenyon this year. He comes
here from San Jose, Costa Rica
with the Associated Colleges of the
Midwest program. To get here,
Barquero, along with twenty other
participants from Costa Rica, had
to undergo a long and complicated
competition.
"First we had to take the
TOEFL Test of English as Foreign
Language exam, then write some
essays and finally take some interviews," said Barquero. Only five
students were selected to come to
the USA and Barquero was among
them.
"Even though I knew I wanted
to spend a year in the States, I tried
not to get overexcited about the
ACM program, to not put too many
expectations in it in case I didn't
win," said Barquero on how he got
through the selection process. Now,
however, he is glad that he got the
opportunity to come, and he enjoys
his experience at Kenyon.
'
"I like everything about it: rural life in Gambier, friendly people
'
and academic atmosphere," he said.
"People are people, they are the
same everywhere not that I have
traveled a lot every single head is
a different world, but in general,
people here are alright ... They are

praise for Kenyon and advises the
students here to be thankful for the
opportunity they have to live in
Gambier.
"Kenyon is a nice place to get
weird at. I don't think I have any
complains at all. I actually had the
chance to go to Hope College in
Michigan last weekend, and that
made me feel so thankful to be here.
I think people who decided to attend Kenyon made a good decision,
because when you think about it,
most of the people are going to end
up living in a big city. Therefore,,
having the chance to live in the
middle of nowhere for a period of
time is worthwhile."
At Kenyon, Barquero has also
rediscovered his passion in life: acting. "I wanted to be an actor ever
since 1 was seven," he said. When
asked why he then chose Business
Administration as his major at the
University of Costa Rica, Barquero
explained that Costa Rica is too
small to consider acting as serious
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career.

"I did, however take private
drama classes and participated in independent theater productions back
home, so I never really let go of my
dream," said Barquero.
Th is semester, Barquero is taking "Introduction to Drama," which
is his favorite class, and he is plan

t,

'
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said. "I saw it a couple of times
back in Costa Rica, and I decided I
should try it at some point of my
life. It's great that I could find the
chance to practice it here. It's fascinating both to watch and to play,
because it shows that your body can
move in ways one never thought it
could.
"All the players make a circle,
and two people start playing right
in the middle of it, while the rest of
the people make a circle around
them and sing songs in Portuguese
and play the Birimbao and some
other instruments. It's just awesome. If anybody wants to see it or
be part of it, we meet in the Dance
Studio behind Bolton Theatre, on
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7:30 p.m."
This is not Barquero's first
time in the States, He has been here
twice before. The first time was
four years ago, when he came for a
month-lon- g
visit of his family to
San Diego, Cal., his first journey
outside Costa Rica.
"My brightest memory from
that trip is camping in the desert,
which was a lot of fun. I loved it."
A year later, Barquero returned to
the States. This time he was with a
study and work exchange program
and spent a few months in Indianapolis. That's where he saw snow
for the first time in his life.
"It was beautiful for the short
time, but I don't know if I can
handle it for three to four months

(December LSAT accepted)
. Joint J.D.LL.M. Degree Options

Nevertheless, due to his adventurous character, he is eager to stay in
Gambier.- He says that all three
stays in the USA have opened his
eyes.
"I was withdrawn from my
usual life in the usual setting, and
it helped me realize that there is another life outside San Jose and
Costa Rica," he explained. "After
the first visit, I understood that there
are many ways to express myself,
and nothing has to be connected to
the things I already know. The
United States gave me an awareness of the world around."
Barquero's family is not fond
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straight," confessed Barquero.
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Erick Barquero gestures as he tutors one of his Spanish students,
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of his traveling, but they try not to
mind too much. His mother is a
schoolteacher, and his father works
for the control center in an electricity institute. Barquero also has two
sisters and a brother. Melissa, 26, is
getting her Master's Degree in sociology at the University of Costa
Rica. Alejandro, 21, is in medical
school, and Carolina, 16, is still in
high school. They all live in San
Jose, which Barquero says he misses
sometimes.
"I. loved going to the countryside or the mountains and getting
lost in the woods, or trying to cross
ariverwalking through its rocks and
then not really knowing the way
back, the same as climbing a tree and
not knowing how to get off," he said.
"Costa Rica is a beautiful green
country, and San Jose, the capital, is
the best place to live if you enjoy
the mountains, since it is surrounded
by them," continued Barquero. "We
are smaller than most of your states,
but we have 2 of the biodiversity

of the planet."
Costa Rica is a Central American country, bounded by Nicaragua
on the north, Panama on southeast
and washed by the Caribbean Sea
from the east and the Pacific Ocean
from the west and south. Its population is a little over three million
people, and the government is
democratic. According to Barquero,
the major problem there is corruption, but "it is common to other
countries, including the USA, too."
As for now, Barquero doesn't
know whether he will stay in the
U.S. permanently or whether he will
eventually settle down in Costa
Rica.

"My future will be decided
over this year, when I will choose
between acting and business,"
Barquero said. "All the other decisions will follow from there.
While he is uncertain about his future plans, Barquero knows for
sure that his present at Kenyon
College is great. "I find it easy to
adjust to, and no matter what will
come next, my experience here
will be unforgettable."
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Brooks looks at a different dimension in Iraq debate
Political analyst and novelist to give a lecture on the future of American foreign policy this Monday
BY SARAH BURSON

"What will the world look
like in five or ten years if we

quences of war.
ir
of Student Lectureships, Emily Williams '05 remembers one of Brooks' most interesting articles, "The Organization Kid," which was about college students in present day
America. "I thought his criticisms
of our generation were very perceptive, and a lot of them are dead
on," Williams said. "He is a
brillant political analyst, but I really like his scathing social criticism, too. And he's just a nice guy.
He's even flying coach just to
save the Student Lectureships
committee money."
Brooks is a novelist and senior editor of The Weekly Standard. He's well known for both
his cultural commentary and political coverage in his articles and
novels. His work has appeared in
the Washington Post, The New
York Times, The New Yorker, Public Interest, Smart Money, The
New Republic, U.S. News and
World Report, Commentary, The
National Interest and The National Review, among others, and
Co-Cha-

Staff Writer

in-

vade and occupy Iraq?" asked
David Donadio '03, a member of
Student Lectureships. "How will
doing so affect the politics of the
American people?"
Anyone interested in answering these questions should attend
the lecture next week, "Bush,

Saddam, and the Future of
American Foreign Policy." Student Lectureships is sponsoring
the talk by David Brooks, a political analyst from News Hour
with Jim Lehrer.
"He will be talking about the
contrasting ideologies of Bush and
Saddam, the prospect of war in
Iraq and what it means for the future of American foreign policy
and the domestic political landscape," said Donadio. This will include a discussion on the motivations and implications of both
Bush's and Saddam's policies and
actions as well as possible conse

Ifyou could pick the President of the United
States, who would it be?

"Scooby Doo, because I think he
always catches the bad guy, and
the Mystery Machine would be a
good vehicle for Fourth of July
parades."

Marc Marie '04

"Matt Morgan, because he's the
man. He deserves to be president."
Chris Mazzolini '05

"I don't care as long as
picture in the paper."

I

get my

Petar Krvaric '04

he has appeared on National Public Radio. He is also the author of
the New York Times bestseller
Bobos in Paradise: The New Upper Class and How They Got

against the war in Iraq.
An example of what to expect of the lecture can be assumed through an excerpt of
"The Fog of Peace." On the war
in Iraq, Brook writes:
"Almost nobody in the
peace camp will stand up and say
that Saddam Hussein is not a fundamental problem for the world
... And because almost nobody
in the peace camp is willing to
face the realities that a peace
policy would preserve, the peace

There.

Some of his best known works
include "Red and Blue America,"
an article from The Atlantic
Monthly concerning the growing
political divide within the U.S.,
and most recently, "The Fog of
Peace," an article from The Weekly

Standard about the movement

proponents really cannot address
the fundamental calculation we
confront: Are the risks of killing
Saddam greater or less than the
risks of tolerating him? Instead of
facing the real options, they fill the
air with evasions, distractions, and
gestures, a miasma of insults and
verbiage that distract from the core,
issue. They are living in the fog of
peace."
Brooks will be speaking in
Rosse Hall this Monday from 7:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

It seems like every scary movie eventually has a sequel. It is no surprise then, that at this scary time
the
of
year, Kenyon 's party scene would make a scary sequel of its own in the form of "Halloween Parties
II: It's not over 'til we say it's over." While last week relied on a Greek-fille- d
party weekend, this one
relied on some Greeks and some independents just trying to come together and throw a good party.
On Friday night, I went out of town, because I figured that there is more fun to be had off campus on
these nights than there has been on campus lately. However, upon returning, I was pleasantly surprised to
see that Milk Cartons were handing out a little candy of their own to party kids by way of a full bar. Not
only were people packing the apartments, but there was also music and dancing. It was extremely eerie
and creepy to see this many people actually having fun at Kenyon on a Friday night. This movie reviewer
gives the party 3.75 out of 5 stars.
On Saturday night, the annual Peeps Halloween party was the definite place to see and be seen. With
people dressed in everything from Royal Tenenbaums gear to thongs showing their gear, this party was
everything it was hyped up to be. The live music was a great mix-u- p to the heavy beats of the trance music
in the other room. Not only that, but the bands that performed were actually really good. I guess the only
criticism from this critic was that I missed the portion of the party when you could go to the other lounge
and listen to hip hop and have an entirely different scene in the A.D. lounge. I'm not a big fan of splitting
those two parties up, because I feel like with such a small venue things get stagnant. Other than that
though, this party was definitely worth the sequel, sort of like a party metaphor of the second Star Wars in
that people thought it wouldn't be good because it was the second one, but because it was different than
the first, it proved to be great. Peeps party: 4.25 stars.
Also on Saturday, there was a Beta party in their lounge. Not only was this party poorly attended, but
who throws a party last minute on the same night that an annual party is being thrown? It just seems to me
that we are at a school too small to be in competition with each other about things, so it doesn't make sense
to have an event competing with another event for a crowd. The fact that invites and notoriety about the
party didn't happen until Friday makes me feel this way even more. I think people should highlight a little
day I like to call "Friday" on their calendars the next time they are thinking about throwing a party on the
same night as another party is already planned. Critic's vote: one star.
After the regular parties, the boys of C7 New Apartments hosted a party, which from the invite looked
more like a communist manifesto art piece. Those that got past the confusion and the long walk North
were in for a surprise when they walked into the apartment and in turn walked into a totally different
Halloween experience. With black-lighand black paper covering the rooms and leaves and trees lining
the floor and walls, this party not only was the best apartment party by far this year, but as far as creativity
is concerned, the best party this year, period. Partiers danced, drank and just took everything that was C7
in until early in the morning. As some didn't even leave until the sun came out. Anyone who is over 21 can
throw a lounge party that lasts until 2 a.m., but I really think that only a few can throw a late night party
worth staying up for. That is why my vote for this party is 4.5 stars.
So, remember, if you're going to throw a party it had better be good because, you never know, we just
might be there. Work hard. Play hard. See you next weekend.
ts

Kenyon After Dark to host Lip Sync Contest this Saturday
Kenyon After Dark will be sponsoring a number of events this weekend. The most prominent of these will
be the Lip Sync Contest on Saturday night. The event will feature comedian Mark Anthony.
"We're hoping lots of people show up this year, as it's one of our biggest events this semester," said Devika
Saxena '04, a member of KAD. She also commented that there would be a faculty performance this year and
extended an invitation. "We just wish more of the faculty and administration would get involved and sign up to
judge. It's still not too late." The contest will be from 9 p.m. onwards at the Gund Commons Lounge.
The KAD weekend will start off with Midnight Madness Basketball on Friday night from 10 until midnight
by ODADAS. The Students for Free Tibet Coffeehouse will also take
at Ernst Center. This event is
co-sponso-

red

place on this night from 10 p.m. until

1

a.m. at the KC.

I.E. and debate teams take away prizes at another contest

"Petar, because he knows what he
wants."
Daniel Kiepfer '03

By Jonachon Hall

The Kenyon I.E. Team and the Kenyon Debating Society competed at the 53rd Annual Ruth Wilcox
Tournament at Marietta College this past weekend and walked away with a number of prizes. The debate
team of James Lewis '04 and Sarah Culpepper '06 won first place in Parliamentary Debate, with Lewis
winning the First Speaker Award and Culpepper taking second.
"Sarah was amazing this Saturday, her logic and ability to refute opponent's arguments was often the
deciding factor in the round," said Lewis.
In I.E., Rosiland Baccus '05 took first place in Poetry Interpretation and second in Prose Interpretation
Ted Samuel '05 won first place in Prose Interpretation.
"Our victories belong to both the individual and the team," said Baccus. "We prepare together, and we
celebrate together. We were the only team there without a coach, and I am immensely proud of what all of
us accomplished."
Samuel added,"I was really excited to see that Kenyon had such a good result at another tournament.
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IMesXCplaces3rdat NCACs OWU beats football
McNamara comes in second, Biddle 13, McMillan turns heads at 16
BY JAMES LEWIS
Staff Reporter

means surprised by their success. "Allegheny did enter Saturday being the
team," said McNamara. "We
were hoping for an upset
though, which we thought was
very possible provided that we
all raced well."
Biddle was complimentary
of Allegheny's effort, saying,
"They are a very good team,
very competitive. They came
out on Saturday and got it done.
They deserved it."
The Ladies seem to all
top-rank-

;

1

At any other school, the La-- j
dies performance at the NCAC
Championships would be greeted
with applause instead of
disap-pointme-

nt.

They finished third
in the conference, and first-yeChristina McNamara came
within six seconds of winning
the entire race. Unfortunately,
the Ladies had much higher expectations after winning the
championship last year.
The Ladies knew coming
into the race that competition
was going to be stiff. Allegheny
College, whom the Ladies have
not run against at all this year,
won the race with 42 points.
Oberlin, who has been a thorn
in the side of Kenyon's runners
this year, came in second with
61 points, and the Ladies
grabbed third place with 74
points.
McNamara put in a second
place time of 18:54. She was
named NCAC Newcomer of the
Year for her stellar performance
not only Saturday, but all season. Senior Captain Meg Biddle
closed out her career of NCAC
performance with a solid 13th
place finish and a time of 19:29.
The surprise of the race may
have been sophomore Heather
McMillan who finished 16th
with a time of 19:32. Right behind her was junior Laura Koss,
who finished 18th with a time
of 19:36. Anchoring the Ladies'
r top five was junior Tenaya
Britton, who finished 25th with
a time of 19:52.
Although the Ladies had
not seen Allegheny in competi
tion this year, they were by no
ar

.

ed

BY JACOB APPLEMAN

quality of their team performance.
McNamara said, "As a freshman, I
have heard the team talk a lot
about how great it was to win
conferences last year. Their enthusiasm made me really want to
win. Hence, I was disappointed
that we didn't win, but not upset
with our overall performance."
The Ladies did see some encouraging signs, which can help them at
the NCAA regional championships.
McNamara complimented the team on

their effort and especially the
two-three-fo-

ur

runners on their

mental capabilities to
compete with teams like Allegheny and Oberlin.
We didn't pull it all together on Saturday, and
therefore we went home with third."
Megan Biddle '03
-

"We have the physical

a: id

agree that it was not talent that pack running. At the same
was seperated them from the time, they realize that there is
frontrunners in this race. Britton a lot of work that needs to be
said of the top competition in done if they're going to qualify
conference, "There are four for nationals. "1 think this team
teams in our conference that are still has a good chance of getequally talented, but when it ting to nationals," said Biddle.
comes down to racing, it's all "It is a matter of pulling together mentally and racing
about who wants it more."
Biddle was a little more tough."
critical of the team's effort,
saying, "I feel like this team
could have performed a lot
stronger. We have the physical and mental capabilities to
compete with teams like AlWrap-U- p
legheny and Oberlin. We didn't
pull it all together on Saturday, and therefore we went
home with third."
Some Ladies were disappointed with their race on Saturday and the fact that they
did not successfully defend
their title as NCAC champi
ons, yet they recognized the

Staff Reporter

All of the buzz and stir cre
ated by the Kenyon Football
Lords' 22-1- 0 victory over Hiram
disappeared after this week's 42- 3 rout against Ohio Wesleyan.
12 different players carried the

ball against the Lords

over-

matched run defense.
There must have beenome
extra-joyo-

us

carry-ov-

follow-

er

ing Kenyon's first win of the
season.The crowd against Hiram
was in a frenzy in the final few
minutes, and the Lords must
without
d
have felt
that homefield edge, especially
since OWU packed over 1,100
in at Selby Field. After four quarters, it just boiled down to the
Lords not getting it done on both
sides of the ball.
A week after he and his offensive line ran the Lords to victory, sophomore Calvin Hatfield
and company were overshadowed by the Battling Bishops,
who ran the ball every which
way. The game began as a field
short-hande-

position contest. The Lords
punted away their first five

pos-

sessions, and the Bishops'

Country

tailbacks did not cross the goal
line until there was 4:14 left in
the first quarter, when Jimmy
Kinch ran in a two yard score.
The Battling Bishops secured the
Afgame just before half-tim-

Season

ter Eric Indiciani's one yard
touchdown run made it 14--

NCAC Record:
THIRD in confer

OWU linebacker Kent Weakley
put the game away, emphatically,
with a 49 yard interception return for a touchdown.
True to form, the Ohio
Wesleyan run game, which had
numerous options, stuck to the
ground game and continued

Ladies Cross

ence'

e.

0,

.

pounding out the yardage. OWU
had so many players run the ball
that some of their first names are
not even revealed on the stat

sheets. This running, scooting,
scampering, dashing, diving, faking, juking and cutting led to 361
yards and four touchdowns.
While the Kenyon defense
was not able to stop the Battling
Bishops ground game, they did a
good job of preventing the big
play, which has been a problem
time and time again this season.
Five Lords posted double digit
numbers in tackles, led by first-yeTim Webb with 22 and
ar

sophomore Casey McConnell
with 19. Webb in particular played
a stellar game, wrapping up
OWU's dirty dozen once they hit
their respective holes.
"Phenomenal," said sophomore kicker and defensive back
Ben Woodcock, describing the
play of Webb and McConnell.
"Any time you get that many
tackles, it shows that you were
playing hard. They really led the
way."
In the last three games, the
Lords have experienced emotions ranging from bitterness to
jubilation to dissapointment.
Aside from the good play from
the linebacking corps and solid
running from Hatfield, there was
not much to be happy about from
'Kenyon's effort.
The Lords know that they
can improve and must do so
against the reigning conference
champs, the Wittenberg Tigers,
if they want to head into next
season with a positive outlook
and their heads held high. "We
want to really improve and stick

with them," Woodcock said.
"They're a big run team. We
want to contain them."

Men's Cross Country narrow second at NCAC meet
BY LIAM HAGGERTY

Staff Reporter

Saturday was senior Michael
in a time of
Cross Coun25:10, the four-yetry team member won the individual NCAC Championship and
was named the NCAC "Runner of
the Year." Baird's time was four
seconds faster than the time of his
teammate and fellow senior, Ben
Hildebrand who finished second
with a time of 25:14.
The duo reversed last year's
results, when Hildebrand won the
championship and Baird was the
Despite the one-tw- o
runner-usaw their hopes
Lords
the
finish,
ar

p.

four-tim-

e

Senior Matt Cabrera also
turned in a very solid performance.

Baird's day. Finishing

of being

.'j with 129
iin points.
that finished ..,L

defending

champions dashed, as they were
edged out by the Allegheny College Gators by a score of 47 to 49.
Things were tight at the top, and
this was little more than a two team
event, as Denison University finished a distant third with 112
points. Wabash College was fourth
with 126, just ahead of the fifth
place team from Wooster College

His time of 25:57 was good
enough for a seventh place finish
overall. Juniors Andrew Sisson and
Aaron Emig finished with times of
26:25 and 26:52 to place sixteenth
respectively.
and twenty-thirbegan, Baird,
race
As the
Hildebrand, Cabrera and Sisson
were all members of the lead pack.
At about the two mile mark, Sisson
and Cabrera fell back a little bit,
while Hildebrand, Baird, Denison 's
Brock Babcock and a couple runners from Allegheny and Wabash
remained out in front of the pack.
As the race moved into the third
mile, the runners from Wabash and
Allegheny faded, and it was the familiar trio of Baird, Hildebrand
and Babcock out in front. Exiting
the woods at around the three and
a half mile mark, Baird pulled out
in front and never looked back.
By the time the fourth mile began, the two Lords runners were
out in front all by themselves, and
it was now just a question of which
d,

wnnlH take the tit
tith
I'omnn
runner would
Kenyon mnnpr
1 1

Baird and Hildebrand, running lik
they have all season by pushing eac
other to the limit, did not let up an
Babcoc!
crossed the line one-twfinished in third place ten second
behind Hildebrand.
The Lords would have liked t'
defend their team championship, bi,
were still very pleased with the day'
results. "Our guys left it on th
course on Saturday. Every man gavi
it their best effort, and it was by fa
the greatest team race of the year,'
said Cabrera.
Baird also felt the team ha
given every ounce of strength dui
ing the race, saying, "We had blc
our hearts out out there." He addec
"You could tell from the agony c
their faces as they crossed the fn
ish line that absolutely everyor,
had given it there all out there."
Head Coach Duane Gome
added to his runners' comment,
saying, "Even though the Lord
were not able to capture their fourt:
title in a row, it was a very stron
effort for them all the same."
In addition to the excitemei:
o.

I nrds
nvpr
their nprfnrmanrp..
performance, the Lords
over thpir
commented on the overwhelming presence of Kenyon fans at
this week's meet. "One thing that
helped a lot was the alumni and
family that came up to the meet.
We had the best fan base of any
team. Wherever you were, you

could hear 'Go Lords' or
'Kenyon' or anything," said
Cabrera.
Baird noticed the purple in
the crowd as well. "Coming out
of the woods," he said, "We were
met by a huge crowd of people.
All you could hear were people
yelling for Kenyon. It was an
amazing feeling having all of that
support. I felt like they were carrying us through each section of
the course."
After running such a complete team race at the NCAC
Championships, the Lords are
nothing but positive as they look
forward to the NCAA Great
Lakes Regional Meet held at
Ohio Northern University on Saturday, Nov. 16. "This race gave
me a lot of confidence for going

intn
into recrionals.
regionals. There is no reason
why Ben and I can't go out there
and lead the race at regionals. At
some point this season, both Ben
and I have beaten every runner in
the region we've had the opportunity to race," said Baird.
The top two teams at regionals
will go on to nationals, and with
nationally ranked Calvin College
running at the meet, it is going to
be a fight for the second spot. "If
they can perform at the same
level at regionals as they did at
NCAC," said Baird. "The Lords
could have an excellent shot at
placing high to qualify as a team
for nationals."
The Lords have next weekend off, and then it's time to run
in the race they have spent all
season preparing for. It's do or
die time in the Cross Country
season, and the Lords are not
ready to quit yet. Baird knows
the situation at hand and is ready
for the challenge, saying, "Evwe
erything will fall into place if
heads
stay well and keep our
up."
!
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Ladies Rugby loses
Ladies come out of the gates strong with early
able to run her way up the field
and pass the ball off to Hayes
Wong '06 before being stopped
by a group of Ohio Northern
players. Wong was able to
carry the ball into the
giving Kenyon the 0 lead.
Sam Hudgins '05 attempted
the conversion kick, but she

BY TAMAR CHALKER

.

Staff Reporter

The Kenyon College Ladies
Rugby team hosted a four team
tournament this weekend. Facing the Ohio Northern University Polar Bears, the Ladies had
their most successful game thus
far. They failed to chalk up the

tri-zon-

e,

5--

missed.

However, this
win, losing
was a vast improvement over
the last couple games in which
the Ladies were held scoreless.

The Ladies felt confident
with their lead, and they continued to play hard. Unfortunately, the Ohio Northern team

Kenyon came out strong

was able to come back and
scored ten minutes later. The
Polar Bears' kicker was able to
make the conversion kick, givlead that
ing them the

7-- 5.

from the start, showing that they
were ready to play. Within the
first ten minutes of the game,
Alexis Cameron '04 was
co-capta-

in

7--
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Kevin Guckcs

Junior Alexis Cameron pitches the ball before an imminent tackle.
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close call with ONU

7-- 5
5-- 0

The Kenton Collegian

lead, are left in the cold by Polar Bears' comeback

would prove to be the final
score. Kenyon came close to
scoring again many times, but
they continually came up
short. "There were several
times where we were within
but we
two feet of the
just couldn't get it over the
line," said Julia Kinkel '04. At
one point, the ball actually
and
made it into the
all the Ladies had to do was
fall onto it, but they were unable to do so until the ball
ended up out of bounds.
There were many strong
performances from the Kenyon
Ladies. Kate Whitcomb '06,
Nena Anderson '06 and Kelsey
Harden '05 each had great runs
that put the Ladies closer to
the tri zone. Whitcomb played
despite having a cracked rib.
Liz Gallo '03 also had a good
game, as she utilized her footwork to avoid the Polar Bears'
defense. "We did a great job
of keeping up the intensity the
whole time everyone was using the skills that we have
learned," Cameron said.
There was a great improvement in game performance both by the backs and
the scrums. The backs were
more efficient in keeping their
line and keeping the field
spread. Despite the loss, the
Ladies were able to feel confident about their performance.
The Ladies were supposed
tri-zon-
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Kevin Guckes

The Ladies attempts to get their balance

to play the Hiram College

Ter-

second game, but the
riers
Hiram team did not have
enough players, so they forfeited the game. Not all of the
Ladies were ready to call it a
day, however, and they helped
the Ohio Northern team in their
game against Wittenberg University. Carolyn Wendler '04,
Harden, Catherine Welch '05
and Kinkel played in this game.
It was an interesting experience
for them, since some of the
Ladies ended up playing posi
tions that they did not normally
in a

play.

and the ball.

The tournament was an exciting chance for the Ladies to
put all their hard work into action. Kenyon took another step
in becoming a strong Rugby
squad. While they were unable
.to come away with a win, they
felt much more confident and
strong than they had in their
past couple games. Not only
were they able to score, but
they came out and scored first.
The Ladies continued to play
an aggressive hard fought
game and, despite the score,
felt that they had played the
stronger game.

Ladies Volleyball falls in final two contests
After regular season battle with DePauw, Kenyon eliminated from Conference tourney by Demson
BY JAMES ROSENBLUM

Staff Reporter
It came down to this: one
game, one final moment and
a huge scene down on the campus of their archrival. This challenge was what sat in front of the
Ladies. When all was said and
done, however, it would all be
all for naught, as the Ladies
came up just short in the biggest
game of the season to date, losing to DePauw University 25-320-322-3- 0
and Denison
30-216-3- 0
and 21-3The regular season came to
an end Saturday, when the Ladies traveled out to Indiana to
meet up with DePauw. From the
outset, the Ladies realized that
this was going to be a tough
match, as the Tigers had previously defeated nationally ranked
conference foe Wittenberg. The
Ladies came out and played with
all their heart, but it was simply

big

0,

0,

22-3-

0,

0.

6,

not enough, as DePauw dis20-3patched the Ladies 25-30,

0,

Despite this resounding defeat, the Ladies were led
by seniors Cori Arnold and
Lauren Camp. Arnold registered
ten kills, six digs and four
blocks, while Camp chipped in
ith nine kills and twelve more
22-3- 0.

lighted by kills from middle
hitter Becky Turk '03 and outside hitter Katie Quinter '06.
As a result, Denison pushed the
The Ladies hung
lead to
tough down the stretch.
Arnold's service ace drew the
Ladies to within four at
Still, outside hitter Heather
Guthrie '03 recorded two huge
kills, and Denison took the first
game with ease,
Game two saw a bit of a
different pattern, as the Ladies
turned the tables swiftly on the
Big Red. After an early 7
deadlock in which they committed four unforced errors, the
Ladies gathered together and
mounted a 1 run to grab a
liuge eight point lead at
During this period, everything
went right for the Ladies, as
they registered 11 kills five
by Arnold and had some excellent serving from setter Jessica Russell '04, who found
holes in the Denison defense,
for three consecutive aces,
forcing the Big Red into a time
out. After a 0 run by the Big
Red, which pulled them close
the Ladies ended the
at
would
banged home
as
Arnold
Red
Big
game,
The
nine.
at
Red
not be satisfied with a tie and yet another kill. The Ladies
marking
took game two
embarked on a 10-- 5 run high

digs, raising her season total to
609. This proved to be a good
warmup heading into the
NCAC Tournament.
(3-1
Sitting at
NCAC), the Ladies discovered,
much to their delight, that they
drew Denison in the first round
of the NCAC tournament. Said
an enthusiastic Camp of the
draw, "I'm pumped. I can't
wait."
Having faced the Big Red
three times already this year, it
was only fitting that they would
draw Denison again. Tuesday
was judgment day, as the Ladies traveled to Granville to
lock horns with their rival.
With a fire inside and nothing
to lose, the Ladies came out firing on the Big Red.
Game one saw a fast start
with Arnold scoring the first
two points on a thunderous kill
to the back right corner and a
big block, which got the Ladies
started. Solid play from outside
hitter Sarah Wild '04 and Camp
kept the Ladies close in the
early going, as the Ladies recovered from some early
sloppy play to tie up the Big
14-2-

19-1- 4.

5

24-2-

22-3-

0.

0.

7--

19-1-

26-1-

4--

26-2-

2,

30-2-

6,

8.

the first time all year that they
had taken a game from Denison.
Just as the tide turned in
game two, it reverted back to
form in game three. The Ladies
fell behind early, with Denison
capitalizing on 12 Kenyon unforced errors to mount a commanding 12 point lead at 16-4.

Ladies responded as
Arnold and Camp recorded

The

three consecutive kills to draw
the Ladies within nine at 17-However, that was as close as
they came to a win. Denison
as
put the Ladies away
the Ladies continued to play
sloppily.
With the season in the bal8.

16-3-

0,

game from Denison, many
were disappointed. Wild said,
"We should have beaten
them."
In this final game of the
season, several Ladies had career games. Leading the way
again were the two seniors
playing in their final volleyball games at Kenyon. Arnold
ended with another fantastic
game: 14 kills (adding to her
single season record), ten digs
and seven blocks. Camp also
put up solid numbers: 14
digs adding to her Kenyon
record and 12 kills. Wild had
a breakout game with eight
.kills and 15 digs, while

Katie Walker

ance, the Ladies went into

middle-hitte- r

game four looking to pull out
the win- - Early on, the teams
were tied at six, and it looked
like another long game was in

'06 added four kills, four

store. However, Denison
would not be denied tonight
on their floor. A 17-- 7 run
3
gave them a dominating
lead, and the Ladies' fate
was just about sealed. When
the dust settled, Turk put the
Ladies away with one more of
her 16 kills to the back rpw.
The Ladies fell 0 and lost
Although they
the match
were pleased with taking a
23-1-

21-3-

3-- 1.

blocks and a team high 16
digs. All around, it was a solid
match to go out on.
With next year in the balance, the Ladies look to build
upon this year's strong finish
Returning starters
at
Wild and Russell come back
14-2-

2.

for their senior campaigns,
and Walker returns to anchor
the back row. In addition, the
Ladies will turn to their young
players to step up and fill the
holes vacated by graduating
seniors Camp and Arnold.

--
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Lords swimming conquers Div. I Ohio University
Kenyon dominates freestyle and relay events, prepares for rematch with rival Denison Friday
BY ERIC FITZGERALD

Staff Reporter

,

On the heels of its 23rd consecutive national championship at
the Division III level, the Men's
Swimming team began its 2002-0- 3
dual meet competition with a
133-9- 9
victory over Ohio University on Wednesday, Oct. 30. Such
a performance is not uncommon
to the Lords when faced with Di-

vision I competition.
"The men really came out to
swim against Ohio," senior Jon
Philipsborn said. "We always
get up for I competition, and
this was no exception. I competition both makes us step up
an extra notch and swim at our
best ability but also keeps us
humble and lets us know we can
still be better."
The Lords placed the first
swimmer in ten of the 11 swimming events. Sophomore Elliott
Rushton and freshman Andrejs
Duda each claimed a couple of
D--

D--

finishes for the Lords.
Rushton was victorious in the

first-plac- e

1,000 meter freestyle and the 500
meter freestyle. Duda won the 50
meter freestyle and the 200 meter

backstroke. Duda entered the
meet confident and feels he has
adapted to the program.
"I was a little bit excited

about that meet, because

I

wanted to study and swim in a
Division I school, and one that
gave me that chance was Ohio
U," Duda said. "Then I decided
that Kenyon is the best place for
me. The team here is so great, I
love it."
Seniors Read Boon, Daniel
Kiepfer and Carlos Vega and juniors Fernando Rodriguez and Marc
Courtney-Brook- s
all claimed other
e
finishes.
individual
"Most everyone had a good
meet, especially for this early in the
swim season," Philipsborn said.
first-plac-

"Freshman Duda had a great
meet, as did sophomore transfer
Russell Hunt, who swam excep

tionally well."
The Lords also won the 200
meter medley relay with the ef-forts of senior Carlos Vega, Boon,

junior Joe Strike and Hunt.
In his senior and final year

swimming

with the Lords,

Philipsborn is hoping to end his

200 Meter Medley Relay:
First Place: Boon, Hunt, Strike, Vega
Second Place: DeHart, Duda, Kiepfer, Philipsborn
Fourth Place: Bell, Kaminsky, Karpinos, Shakespeare
1,000 Meter Freestyle:
First Place: Elliot Rushton, Third Place: Trey Smith
200 Meter Freestyle:
First Place: Read Boon, Second Place: Marc Courtney-Brook- s
50 Meter Freestyle:
First Place: Andrejs Duda, Third Place: Jimmy Berger
400 Meter IM:
First Place: Fernando Rodriguez, Second Place: Daniel Kiepfer
200 Meter Butterfly:
First Place: Carlos Vega, Fourth Place: Gabriel Rodrigues
100 Meter Freestyle:
Second Place: Russell Hunfl
First Place: Marc Courtney-Brook- s,
200 Meter Backstroke:
First Place: Andrejs Duda, Second Place: David DeHart
500 Meter Freestyle:
First Place: Elliott Rushton, Second Place: Reed Boon
200 Meter Breaststroke:
First Place: Daniel Kiepfer, Third Place: Peter Kravaric

career in winning fashion. He expects a variety of emotions to accompany him in his final year of
swimming at Kenyon.
"You can see the end and are
happy about that," said Philipsborn,
"but also you are sad because you
see what you will leave behind and
recognize that nothing you ever do
will be quite like being a part of
this team."
The Lords swim at Denison
University in their next meet, tomorrow.

Game Day: Men's
Swirnrning
Friday Nov. 8: Lords
Denison Big Red
4 p.m.

Ladies swimming defeated by Divl Ohio U. Bobcats
Despite excellent performaces in freestyle by Galloway and Ozolina, Ladies fall in tuneup for Denison
BYJAYHELMER
Spore Editor

Coming off their decesive win
at the NCAC relay meet, the Ladies Swimming team began their
dual meet schedule last Wednesday, traveling to Ohio University
for a match with the Division I
Bobcats. Despite two firsts by junior Agnese Ozolina and one by
junior Beth Galloway, the Ladies
fell to OU 143-9In the 200 meter freestyle, the
Ladies dominated, as Ozolina finished first, followed by senior
Mellisa Holt, who finished second,
touching the wall just .46 seconds
after her teammate. Fellow senior
4.

Sarah Retrum was impressed by
Holt's performance, saying, "Melissa Holt had an amazing 200
freestyle. Our sprint freestylers
performed well."

Although Retrum did not
mention her by name, one of those
sprinters was Galloway, who paced
the 50 meter freestyle with a time
of 23.90, earning her a first place
finish and nine team points. She
was the leader of the four Ladies
who finished in the top six in the
event.
Ozolina showed off her skills
again in the 100 meter freestyle,
taking the event by .57 seconds at
52.85. Galloway came in third,
while senior Erinn Hurley and Holt

Basketball Midnight Madness at Ernst
Tomorrow night the Kenyon Lords Basketball team will host Mid
night Madness. The event will be held in Tomisch Arena. It will serve
-

as a sneak preview of the 2002-0- 3 Lords as they show oft their skills
in a variety or drills, including a three point shooting competition
featuring some of the Lords' best marksmen. There will also be inter
active competitions for fans, such as a half court shot contest, where
the first lucky fan to make a half - court shot will win a DVD player
and tickets to see the NBA s Cleveland Cavaliers. I he event begins at
10 p.m., and as senior J.C. Cangilla said, "It is an opportunity tor the
team to introduce themselves to the Kenyon community."

took fifth and sixth respectively.
While the Ladies excelled in
freestyle, different strokes led to
varied results for the swimming
Ladies. In the 400 meter IM, senior captain Ashley Rowatt finished third, 8.5 seconds behind the
standard set by OU's Shannon
Kelly. In the 200 meter butterfly,
Rowatt was the first of the Ladies
to touch the wall, earning fourth

place, while

A pair of Kenyon Cross Country runners were honored this past
First-yeweekend at the NCAC Championships in Springfield, Ohio.
Lady Christina McNamara came in second overall and was cited
as "NCAC newcomer of the year." For the Lords, Senior Michael
Baird, in just his second Cross Country season, took home the individual title at the" NCAC meet, and was named "NCAC runner of the
year." Fellow senior and defending conference champion Ben
Hildebrand finished second in the same race.
ar

ar

Carly

Chornobil followed in fifth.
In the backstroke, the 200
meter race saw Kenyon's Retrum
finish third, and senior Laura
Wareck took fifth to round out the
Ladies' scorers.
In the breaststroke, the Ladies
took two of the top three spots in
the race. Unfortunately, those
spots were second and third. Senior Betsy Garrett came in just
three seconds behind the leader,
OU's Trisha Kessler. Rowatt, in
another solid performance, finished third. Rowatt was one of
many Ladies who stepped up the
blocks more often than normal for
the meet with the Bobcats. Generally, each Lady swimmer participates in no more than three
events in each meet. At OU, many
swimmers had their names called
four or five times.

After

kenyon runners receive individual acclaim

first-ye-

their

dominating

peformance the previous weekend
at the NCAC relays, it should
come as no surprise that the Ladies were able to capture first in
one of the two relays on the day.
In the final event on a grueling day

of competition, the first three
teams to touch the wall in the 200
meter relay were all wearing
purple. Galloway led the team that
finished first, which also included
sophomore Courtney Stecz, Holt
and junior Kristen Landry. The

second place team was Ozolina,
first-yeJane Alexander, Hurley
and junior Hilary Strong.
In the day's other relay, the
200 meter medley, which lead off
the event, the host team took first,
although Kenyon's squad of Galar

loway, Ozolina, senior Betsy
Garratt and Alexander took second, less than a second behind.
Despite the loss, the team appeared satisfied with their performance. Said Holt, "I think that the
team swam really well overall at
Ohio U ... We are happy that we
were as competative as we were
with them." Retrum agreed, saying, "OU is always a tough meet
... We used it more to focus on racing and preparing ourselves for
Denison on Friday."

On Friday, the Ladies will
have their dual meet with rival
Denison. Perhaps more so than
any other sport, the rivalry between
the Ladies and the Big Red in
Women's Swimming is the strongest. Denison finished second to the
Ladies at the Div. Ill national meet
last year and in the NCAC meet this
season. "We do not really know
what to expect from denison this
year, because every year is a different team," said Holt. But we are
definitely prepared for a fight and
I am hoping that they will give us a
good one. Considering how the
Ladies have been swimming, I
think it is going to be a great meet.
I personally can not wait."
The Ladies travel to Granville
on Friday.

200 Meter Medley Relay:
Second Place: Alexander, Ozolina, Galloway, Garrett
Third Place: Dengler, Quinn, Retrum, Stecz
Fifth Place: Chornobil, Hatcher, Korman, Wareck
1,000 Meter Freestyle:
Fourth Place: Rachel Retrum, Fifth Place: Kristin Landry
200 Meter Freestyle:
First Place: Agnese Ozolina, Second Place: Melissa Holt
Freestyle:
Meter
50
First Place: Beth Galloway, Third Place: Jane Alexander
400 Meter IM:
Third Place: Ashley Rowatt, Fifth Place: Sarah Retrum
200 Meter Butterfly:
Fourth Place: Ashley Rowatt, Fifth Place: Carly Chornobil
100 Meter Freestyle:
First Place: Agnese Ozolina, Third Place: Beth Galloway
200 Meter Backstroke:
Third Place: Sarah Retrum, Fifth Place: Laura Wareck
500 Meter Freestyle:
Third Place: Melissa Holt, Fourth Place: Rachel Smith
200 Meter Breaststroke:
Second Place: Betsy Garratt, Third Place: Ashley Rowatt
200 Meter Freestyle Relay:
First Place: Galloway, Holt, Landry, Stecz
Second Place: Alexander, Hurley, Ozolina, Strong
Third Place: Chornobil, Korman, Quinn, Smith
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Lords Soccer does not go quietly against OWU
Kenyon fights valiantly against

nationally-ranke-

Bishops, loses by lone goal late in game

d

Jeremy Bauman, allowed them to
score the only goal of the game.
"That seemed the last real

BY SHARON SORKIN

Staff Reporter

Lord's Soccer had their fiof the season last Fri-

nal game

........

........

x

.

day aginst Ohio Wesleyan
University, ranked 23 in the nation. They knew going into the
match that conditions would be
tough with cold weather and the
OWU home field advantage,
but in their last fall match-up- ,
they also knew that they had to
leave it all on the field and finish their season without regret.
A win for Kenyon would
not have extended the season,
but a loss for OWU would have
knocked them out of the NCAC
tournament. OWU would fight
forthis game, unwilling to give
up their chances of advancing
n
play. Although
to
the game resulted in a grueling
loss for Kenyon, the Lords
did not hand over the victory.
Instead, they proved that in order to beat Kenyon, OWU
would have to go a tough battle.
For the initial part of the
first half, the two teams played
evenly, with both Kenyon and
OWU handling the ball. OWU
did have the majority of ball
control for the first thirty minutes, but they could not manage

.....

j

chance of the night for both
teams," said Head Coach Des
Lawless. "Though the result did
not go our way, it was a very
solid performance away from
home against a side ranked 23rd
in the nation."
OWU outshot Kenyon
28-1-

4,

while keeper Jeremy Bauman
had six saves to the OWU four.
The Lords completed the season
overall and 6 in the
NCAC.
6--

3--

13

Lords Soccer
Season

post-seaso-

1-

Wrap-u- p

-0

Kevin Guckes

Freshman Henry Costas winds up to launch
to threaten the Kenyon net. In the

latter part of the first half, OWU
began to increase their offensive
pressure, keeping the Lords on
Kenyon's half of the field. They
made two strong attempts to
score, but Kenyon stopped both
chances, and the two teams went
into the second half scoreless.

a

cornerkick.

The second seemed a repeat
of the first, as both teams played
strongly, while OWU maintained
most of the possession. OWU
was in for quite a shock when
some excellent movement of the
ball from the Lords resulted in an
attempted shot from senior Josh
Bauman that sailed just over the

crossbar of the OWU net,

prov-

ing the Kenyon Lords can pose
a threat to any team. However,
OWU bounded back with force,
as just minutes after, an OWU
break managed to get the ball to
their player inside the Kenyon.
box. A quick shot around the

Record:

6-1-

3

NCAC Record:
3--

6

Lords' keeper, senior captain

Denison can't contain Ladies Field Hockey comeback
After falling behind
MICHAEL REYNOLDS
Staff Reporter

BY

The Ladies Field Hockey
show this past week
and went out in style. In most respects, it has been a difficult season for the Ladies. With a new
coach and system in place, there
were definitely some rough spots
for the team this year. Yet, for one
moment, all those disappointing
defeats were washed away. With
one stroke by junior Tai Chiappa,
the Ladies were able to end their
season with a victory. The Ladies
defeated rival Denison 2 in a
game that is surely one for the
team put on a

3--

2-- 0,

Ladies mount

first half. Even then, the Big Red
would have had a chance to really
open up the scoring later in the half,
if it had not been for the Ladies defense. Saves made by senior Erin
Maturo, junior Susana Fraser and
junior goalkeeper Tamar Chalker
kept the game from getting out of
hand early, despite the early two
goals Denison managed to put on
the board.
However, the Big Red did not
anticipate the Ladies' desire to win.
With junior Sarah Evans moving
to offense and sophomore Margaret Gordon and freshman Kate
Flinner filling in on defense, the
Ladies' offense went on the attack.

"There is an incredible amount of dedication,
talent and compassion on this team, and I feel so
fortunate to have been a part of it"

Sarah Wasserman '03
record books.

Things did not look too
promising for the Ladies early in "
the contest. Only a week before,
on Oct. 26, the Ladies traveled to
Denison and returned with a 0
loss to a team ranked second in
'he division with an overall record
of 13-3
in the NCAC. At the
start of last week's game, the Ladies then proceeded to spot the
rival Big Red two early goals.
Under the power of several
4--

5,

.

8--

early penalty corners, the Big Red
look what seemed to be a comf-

ortable

2--

0

with 22:19

lead, scoring goals
and 12:21 left in the

Coming out at half time, the Ladies were fired up, and it showed
in their intensity. Junior Sarah
Evans started the comeback by
scoring her second goal of the season off an assist from sophomore
Maggie Rosen.
18 minutes later, Rosen turned
around and evened the score at two,
prompting Denison Head Coach
P.J. Soteriades to call an immediate time out. With the crowd on
their feet and behind the Ladies,
there was no way they were giving
up their momentum. "We really let
our momentum carry us, and it inspired us to keep shooting on their
--

three-go-

al

comeback in their final match of the season

goal," said senior captain Gretchan
Frederick.
The game turned with 3:15
left. The Ladies were awarded a
penalty stroke after an infraction by
the Denison goalkeeper. Stepping
to the line to take the stroke was
junior Tai Chiappa. "Tai's stroke
with four minutes left was probably
one of the most beautiful strokes
I've seen," said Frederick. "She
was really amazing. Standing at the
stroke mark like that during a game
is a really intimidating situation,
and if you're not completely confident that your stroke is going to
be great, then it can be really hard
to be successful there." That put
the Ladies up for good, as they upset the visiting Big Red, capping an
amazing comeback in which they
rattled off three unanswered goals.
Overall, it has been a difficult
season for the Ladies. Wins, it
seemed, never came easy to this
team, as they lost three overtime
games. Had they won those games,
who knows how the season would
have turned out? The important
thing that they were able to take
from the season was constant improvement.
This team, more than ever,
played hard and worked in between games to be a better team.
"There is an incredible amount of
dedication, talent and compassion on this team, and I feel so
fortunate to have been a part of

it," said senior captain Sarah
Wasserman, reflecting on the
team's future. With new Head

Coach Robin Cash at the helm,
it seemed like healthy improvement was the norm.
"She has done so much for
the program in just one season and
her continuous commitment to the
g
of her athletes is wonderful," said Wasserman. "The
team is fortunate to have her, and
well-bein-

Fraternities

I am convinced that together, they
will accomplish great things."
Only time will tell for this
team. As Frederick put it, "The one
thing that I hope for the team next
year is that they can take the momentum we generated in our last
game and use that to carry them
through the start of their season."

- Sororities - Student Groups

this semester with a proven
Earn $l,000-$2,00- 0
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
923-323-
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He dribbles left. . . He's going for the shot. . . She's got the
net in sight. . . There's two strikes and three balls. . . If only
he could pick up the extra point. . . If only she could block
the shot. . . If only he can give it an extra kick right as he
gets to the finish line. . . He winds up. . . She puts her feet in
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else are you going to know
how the game turns out?
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Kenyon debates Iraq, war and America in the Middle East
hree weeks ago, the possibility of military action
J
against Iraq brought an outpouring of discussion and
proopin-

test on Gambier Hill. At that time, we asked for your
ions on the situation. The following is a sampling of your
thoughts and perspectives.

(

,y

Question of war serious
BY JAMES ROSENBLUM

Guest Columnist
It has come to this once again. President Bush and our government are threatening military action against a familiar foe:
Iraq and Saddam Hussein. Alas, this song
remains the same: threats of a draft, a long
bitter war and endless mayhem in the
Middle East with other countries around
Iraq frowning on us. Now, as much as I
admire the idea of going after someone that
has worn out his welcome in the international community, I am torn. War is hell,
and I am not sure that we truly understand
what we are doing to some of our young
men.
Perhaps I might be overstepping my
boundaries, but another war in Iraq concerns me. Images of the Persian Gulf War
in 1990-9- 1
never really went away from my
mind, and the thought of us sending more
of our men over to a place where they could
be permanently changed makes me uneasy.
You hear the horrors of war and what they
see, and you wonder why would we expose
someone's father or SDOuse or son to this. I

guess we don't look at it that way. Morality plays little parts in war. Yet, I guess that's
not the big picture.
The big picture seems to be this: we want
Saddam out in any way possible. The man is
:
truly evil, but who's behind him? Who takes
over if we storm the palace and rid ourselves
Suhaib Salemfrttm
of Saddam? Heaven forbid that the person that An Iraqi soldier fixes a large poster of President Saddam H ussein during a ceremony held at the
takes over is ten times worse than him.
border crossing with Iran on Oct. 29. The danger ofH ussein is being considered against
Heaven forbid that the people of Iraq will
the cost of war. An authorization for the use of force has been passed by both houses of Congress.
suffer more than they already do under
Saddam. Aren't we better off leaving well
enough alone? I am not sure that we would
not be doing more harm than good by coming left of our dead to bury. The ecoBY DAVID DONADIO
mitting ourselves to a long and taxing war.
nomic fallout around the country makes
Guest Columnist
Between airstrikes and ground warfare, the
the latest recession, and probably any
cost is grand, and the toll is large for a goal
When terrorists bomb an airliner, recession in American history, look like
that might not happen. I don't see things suca picnic. Insurance companies go bankthe destruction is tragic. Anywhere
ceeding here, and I guess we just want to waste
from a few dozen to a few hundred rupt; the lawsuits never end. No one
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some more money and time.
does business in New York anymore,
people die in the explosion or of asIn all, the issue with Iraq is one for which
phyxiation or impact caused by falling because there is no New York.
I see no total solution. The Bush administraSaddam Hussein has used weapons
out of the sky at 500 miles an hour. Intion thinks that by getting rid of Saddam, evmass
destruction before. He is buildof
vestigators sift through the wreckage
erything will be good and dandy there, while
weapons now, and accordnuclear
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ties to the Taliban and al Qaeda he
wing. Forensics and intelligence workers eventually determine who put the cooperates with al Qaeda and other terof the last century refining a policy of
bomb there to begin with, and we take rorist groups. The fundamental quesdeterrence. Lest we forget, we are the nawhatever action we choose against tion we have to confront is this: what
tion with the greatest nuclear and milithose involved in the attack. People will happen if we don't stop Saddam?
tary arsenal on earth. The United States
Some say nothing will happen, that
keep flying, because there are other aircurrently spends more on military defense
Saddam would never even threaten to
liners.
than the next eleven highest GNP producWhen a nuclear weapon explodes use these weapons against us. He's a
ing countries. Economist and Newsweek
secular leader, they say, and he would
in New York, the destruction is catacolumnist Robert J. Samuelson claims,
never cooperate with religious fundaposstrophic. Hundreds of thousands,
"the United States has become so wealthy
mentalists. Before Sept. 11, there were
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it can wage war almost with pocket
lots of people who thought the terrorThe
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entire World Trade Center. After Sept.
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no pieces to sift through, no idea who the terrorists will never be able to
considering the Korean War's draining
sponsored the attack, and no leads to weapons of mass destruction.
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of the U.S. economy in 1953 and
Are we willing to bet our lives on
pursue to prevent them from doing it
Vietnam's 9.4 in 1968, war with Iraq
again somewhere else. We have noth- - it?
would be a real deal.
Meanwhile, lest we forget, the poverty rate continues to rise, and children's
health is in steady decline.
tempted often to say something like the
Former Kenyon President Robert
A study by Boston University released
following, 'What's wrong with all those
Oden offered some commentary on the
recently shows a 45 increase from 1999-200- 1
people in the Middle East, that they cansituation in Iraq from his new home,
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Inaction would be a greater risk

War is unnecessary and costly
BY ERIN SALVA

Guest Columnist
Lest we forget, we are at war. The war
with Afghanistan has wrought profound
human and economic costs. Nowhere
have the human costs been mentioned or
tallied. I can vividly recall the images
from Vietnam that penetrated our living
room when I was"eleven. This invasion
of war's carnage upon the American consciousness has left us with a debilitating
form of social amnesia. War is no longer
viewed as the form of indiscriminate violence and failed political policy that it is.
Instead, it is more readily accepted as a
tool of the righteous to use against nations labeled as inherently evil.
I asked my daughter, now thirteen,
"What do you think about the possibility
of a war with Iraq?" She thought for a
moment and, with the mind of a 13 year
old that can launch into an all out debate
one moment and at other times not question anything except authority she
said, "I think that a war with Iraq would
be stupid. Why should we start something
with them? They know that if they provoke us, we will attack. They're not

pid."
Although this logic may seem simplistic, it is, after all, not too far out of
step with contemporary political ana' military thought. We have spent the better part
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